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Nation
on
Hold

page ten
College Life invcsqgatcs the
addition of the Murray
State B1ke Patrol to the
University Police roster.

page six and seven
See the .inside news pages for continued coverage of reactions
to last Tuesday's terrorist attacks on New York, Washington,
D.C. and rural Pennsylvania.
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Alexander
works two
campuses
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

University President-Elect King Alexander
said he will continue to do two jobs through this
semester, but will move to Murray in about a
month.
Alexander. currently instructing two graduate-level courses on higher education at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. will
teach on weekends after he moves to Murray.
Alexander plans to move here around the last
week in October. hut before that time, he will
still attend meetings and functions in Murray
and Frankfort.
"1 don't want to totally abandon my students
in the miJdle of the semester," Alexander said
in a phone interview Tuesday. "l have about 45
!>tudents in rny two classes. and some have driven a long way to take my courses. I feel I'm
financially committed to those students. I want
to fultill my obligations to both lllinois and
Murray State by doing as much as possible in
two places."
Alexander said some of the 45 students drive
long distances to take the classes. He ~aid he
enjoys the higher education courses, which are
in a program he.: helped build.
"There's an ethical consideration in that l
don't want to leave my students out to dry." he
said. ''I want to give as much as I can with the
limited time I h~tve left in the course."
Alexander said he is working with Board of
Regents Chair Sid Easley on the best time to get
started full time at Murray State. Alexander's
father, Kern, will remain the acting president
until Alexander is able to move to Murray fulllime.
Commitments here are already keeping
Alexander busy, however. Alexander attended
the Governor's Conference on Higher Education Reform in Louisville on Friday, travelled ro
Murray on Saturday for the first Commonwealth
Honors Academy Alumni Reunion and headed
back to Louisville to hear Gov. Paul Patton's
keynote addre'ls to the conference on Sunday.
Ale:r.ander then traveled back to Urbana. Ill ..
and tnught his Tuesday night higher education
finance and policy clac;s. Ale:r.ander' s other
class. community college budgeting and
linance, meets this weekend for its monthly session. Alexander said that class is made up of
full-time employees and administrators of community college~ in the Urbana-Champaign area.
He :said he will likely be teaching that class from
5 p.m. Friday until 6 p.m. Saturday.
Ea.'>ley satd Alexander's caring nature toward
hi.., ... tudents at the University of Illinois was one
of the main qualities that led the Board of
Regents to hire him as Murray State's president.
Said r:..tsley: "He is the type of person who
cares de~ply for his students, and that's the kind
of person we wanted for Murray State."

Michelle Branch,
The Calling open
fall's first concert
BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Photos by Ry;m lirookc;/7he New.•

(Above) Lifehouse lead singer Jason Wade steps away from the microphone for a guitar solo.
(Right) Sean Woolstenhulnu.•. guitarist for The Calling, takes the spotlight.

Lifehouse: 'Murray is like sitting
in your living room playing a show'
BY EMILY BLACK
COUfGE LIFE EDITOR

L

ifehouse is a band that may not feel quite
at home in a small town like Murray. hut after
two years of touring, members said they are
beginning to feel relaxed anywhere.
The Los Angeles based group has toured
extensively throughout North America, Canada and Europe opening for bands like Pearl

Jam. Everclear, Matchbox Twenty, 3 Doors
Down and Fuel.
"Playing in a town like Murray b like sitting
in your living room playtng a show," Rick
Woolstenhulme. drummer for Lifehouse, said.
"It's very comfortable."
However. the members of Lifehouse. with
Jason Wade on vocals and guitar, Sergio

see LIFEHOUSE /14

Lifehouse, the Calling and
MicheUe Branch brought fans
of all ages into the Regional
Special Events Center on Tuesday in a concert sponsored by
the Student Government Association.
'"For the first concert of the
season, everything went really
well." Billy Hansen, vice president of SGA, said. ''All three
of the bands were excellent."
Michelle Branch opened the
concert by coming out to greet
the fans. Branch, who has just
released her major label debut.
'1'he Spirit Room." perfonned
her current radio hit "Everywhere." Branch also performed
three other songs from '1'he
Spirit Room," including "All

You Wanted." Branch stopped
to ask the audience what songs
they wanted to hear and dedicated the last song to a fan in
the audience.
Branch also entertained the
audience by talking about her
love for Dippin' Dots, even
accepting a cup from an audience member with a phone
number on the bottom of it, and
throwing guitar picks into the
crowd. Before leaving. Branch
referred to the Murray State
crowd as a "feisty little audience."
"I was really impre~>sed by
Michelle Branch," Emily
Thomas, senior from Murray.
said. "Overall. though. the concert was too long."
The Calling, a Los Angdes

see CONCERT /14

Teddy drive patches emotional scars for kids
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRHER

While America came to terms
with the attacks in New York
City and Washington. D.C .. one
Murray woman decided to help
the smallest victims of the
tragedy - the children.
When the World Trade Center
and Pentagon w·ere attacked
Sept. I I. Shannon Robinson, student und :-.taff member. was in
class ut Murray State University.
She returned home that night to
three children and lots of questions.
"They were asking tons of
questil>ns that t ju~t didn't have
the answers to.'' Robinson said.
''The ones that I could answer
were ver) diflicult. They a~ked if
any momm1es and daddies had
died in the buildings. I had to tell
them the truth ."
Robinson and her kids were so

concerned for the children who
lost parents. they decided to do
something about it. Robinson
said she realized the Red Cros-.
and other organizations were
looking after the injured people
and the rescue effort. but no one
thought about the kids at home.
''My kids asked que~tions like
'well if their mommies are dead,
then who's gonna pick them up
from :;chool. and who':; gonna fi:r.
them dinner?"' Robinson said.
So the family decided they
were going to send teddy bears to
the children who's parents died
in the attacks.
"They just need someone to
hold on to," she :;aid. "They need
someone to cry with and to be
there for them. Teddy bears arc
good at that."
Robinson is not a wealthy
woman. She works as a custodian
for Murray State and 1:-. aJ,;o a
student. She and her fnmily had a

meeting. selected items from
their home. went 10 the pawn
r.hop and sold some of their
belongings to buy the fir'>t teddy
bears 10 send to the children.
She then apprdached the University for support.
''I went to see Dr. Robertson at
Student Affairs, ami they were
willing to help from the very
beginning," Robinson smd. ·
Residential colleges like Clark.
Richmond. Springer and Elizabeth became Jrop·off locations
for teddy bear,, Soon the
Applied Sdenl'e Building, Ordway Hall. Sparks Hall and the
Busines.., building were all getling teddy hears.
W:1I·Mart. Rite-aid and North
Elementary School have abo
been deo;ignuted drop-orr toea·
tions.
Office of Student Affairs
Executi\e Secretary Jo Ann
Mnthi:. ~aid ever stnce Robinson

first came into the office, teddy
bears have been pouring in.
"We've gotten probably 150
tx:urs ju~;t here at the office,"
Mathis said. "There's a great big
cardboard box here. and people
just keep walking in and dropping them off."
The bears will go directly to
the children who's parents died
in the attacks, Robinson snid she
contacted the Red Cruss. but it
refused the bears.
"They won't take the hears,"
Robinson said. ·'All they want i'
mont:y and blond."
Robinson plans to send the
bears directly to the c-hildren
through the companie' lm:utcd
on the noors of the World Trade
Center tower> that were directly
hit.
··These first number of bears
will go tu the kiJs that had parents in the towers, fire stations
and police stationl>," she saad.

"We're also going to send some
to the Pentagon.''
The bears will be shlpped to
their destinations by whatever
means
possible.
Robinson
approached Federal Express and
United Po~tal Service. but has
not received confirmation that
they will deliver the bears. However. just collecting all the bears
in Murray has been problematic.
"I'm still having some trouble
getting the bears from all the
location' because I have a small
cur. and I work and attend
school." Robinson said.
As oi'Tue~day night, Robinson
hnd collected 300 bears. The initial Jate for sending the bears
wns September :!8th, but Robinson said !>he will extend that date
if the need arises.
"\Ve need to get the bears off
to the kids U'\ soon as possible."
Robinson said. "They need comforting right away.''

Carin Peterson/The News

Students, faculty and staff donated
more than 300 bears to tragedy victims.
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MSU students assist
with disaster relief fund
A group of Murray State
University students, with the
support of the American Red
Cross, have set up a relief fund
to help aid in the reconstruction and healing efforts being
put forth in New York and
Washington, D.C.
If you wish to make a monetary donation to the relief fund,
you can drop it off at the booth
located on the second floor of
the C u rris Center. Students
will be there collecting donations from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
today.
All of these funds will be
used directly in the aid of the
terrorized cities through the
Red Cross New York Disaster
Relief Fund.

Meetings held Tuesday
Campus Activities Board
meetings are held at 4:30 p.m.
every Tuesday during the FaU
and Spring Semester in the
C u rris
Center Tennessee
Room.
These m eetings are open to
the general public, and guests
are welcome.

Week stresses awareness
Sunday through Saturday is
B.E. S.A.F.E. Week.
A week of events highlight-

tll<-~

ing sexual assault awareness
and prevention will be sponsored by the Women's Center
Call 762-3016 for more information.

Recital introduces faculty
The Music Department of
Murray State University will
present the annual Faculty
Showcase Recital at 8 p .m.
Tuesday in the I· erforming
Arts Hall.
There will be be an admission charge of $7 for adults and
$4 for students. This popular
event is designed to introduce
new and returning music faculty to the university community.
The Showcase Recital will
feature solo and ensemble performances mvolving 15 faculty
and a guest artist.
For more information, contact the Music Department at
762-4288 or Dr. Stephen B.
Brown, recital coordinator, at
762-6333.

SGA meetings held
weekly in fall and spring
Student Government Association Student Senate meetings
are held at 5 p .m. every
Wednesday during the Spring
and Fall semesters in the Curris Center Barkley Room.
These meetings are open to

murray
~state
news

the general public, and guests
are welcome.

Freshmen vote Wednesday
Freshmen can vote from 8:30
a.tp. to 4:30p.m. Wednesday
in the Curris Center Dance
Lounge for Freshman senator.

MSU celebrates founding
Murray State celebrates its
Founders Day today at 2 p.m.
in the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Two Golden Horseshoe
Awardecs will be recognized.
A reception will follow in the
Wrather Room. The community is invited.

Movie theaters aid cause
The members of America's
movie theater industry, like all
Americans, were deeply saddened by the tragic events of
last Tuesday.
To help the cause, Tuesday
will be "Victims' Benefit Day at
the Mo\·ies." On that day, 100
percent of ticket and concession sales at participating
movie theaters, including
Ched Theaters, will be donated to the American Red Cross
Disaster Relief Fund and the
Sept. 11 Fund of the United
Way.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Assistant News Editor Marci
Owen.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote .edu

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Sept. 13

Sunday, Sept. 16

Tuesday, Sept. 18

8:33 a.m. A cellular phone was

1:35 a.m . A verbal warning was

reported stolen from Roy Stewart Stadium.
9:15 a.m. Subjects were throwing water balloons off of the
footbridge on Chestnut Street
into traffic.
10:13 a.m. A computer and
monitor were reported stolen
from Faculty Hall.

issued for improper use of a
red light on North 12th Street.
4:27 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for speeding
and weaving on the roadway
at North 16th Street and
Diuguid Drive.
11:47 a.m . A verbal warning
was issued for loud m usic in
the dorm circle. The ind ividual
had been warned the previous
year.
11:57 a.m. A subject arrived at
Public Safety to report a dead
animal 50 feet to the right of
the portable bathroom on
Hamilton Field.

4:56 a.m. A student was having
a seizure in Franklin College.
The student's roomma te said
subject had fallen o ut of a bunk
bed and hit his head several
times. The student was transported by Emergency Med ical
Services to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital Emergency Room .
8:44 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired registration
at Speedway.
2:55 p.m. A bicycle was stolen
from Hester College. A report
was taken, and it is unde r
investigation.

Friday, Sept. 14
12:32 p.m. A verbal warning

was issued for expired tags on
South Fourth Street.
11:40 p.m. A caller reported a
reckless driver last seen around
the Lamda Chi house. The University Police Department and
the Murray Police Department
were informed to be on the
lookout.

Saturday, Sept. 15
1:05 a.m. A subject on Monroe
Avenue reported that he
caught someone trying to cut
his brake lines and vandalize
his veh1cle.
4:26p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a stop
sign at the Curris Center.
7:50 p.m. A resident adviser
from Franklin College reported
a strong smell of marijuana on
the north wing of the first floor.
Officers escorted a juvenile to
Public Safety.

EN EWS.
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Seriously.
You should be smart
about your n1oney.

Monday, Sept. 17
12:14 a.m. A student reported
two males, who were possibly
intoxicated, in an Oldsmobile
parked directly in front of
White College playing very
loud music and being rude. A
citation was issued upon offi~
cer arrival.
2:42 a.m . Stereo equipment
was stolen frt>m a vehicle in the
White College parking lot. A
report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.
10:57 a.m. Two minors in
Franklin College were issued
disciplinary referrals to the
Housing Office for possession
of alcohol.

Wednesday, Sept. 19
11:33 a.m. Subjects reported a

strange odor near the northwest dome of the Industry and
Technology Building. Facilities
Management was notified .
11:25 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued for failure to use
headlights.

Motorist ass ists - 2
Racer escorts - 8

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

''The Murray Stlte News" driYet to be the Unlvenlty
community's source for infonnation.
Our goal Is to present that lnfonnation In 1 fair and
unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum
for expression and debate.
"lhe Murray State News'' offers• hands-on learning
environment for those students interested In journalism or
other fields relating to the prOduction of ............
The campus press should be free from c:ensonhlp and
advance apprQVal of copy; and, its editors should be free
to develop their own eclltorlal1nd news polldes.

Bored?

It doc:,n't t:Jkt' J college Jt:~rt'C w
know rh.1t V•lll ,houki lx· . . marhl bout vuur
monl'). Fi~.:-tar lt·h mr h.1nk 24fi 'hruugh
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Fir.;tar Unx. k C.:ud. And. \\ Hh a lull ..ervll;e
br.1m:h and ATM lucatell Wll\'t'!lll'lltl~ d or.;c
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O~n .l Stud~nt H.1nking 10 I
A~counr and you c.1n ~·njn} rhr'c
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FREE INTERNET BANKING
NO MINIMUM BALANCE

NO MAINTENANCE

FEE~

INITIAL CHECKS FREE
FIRSTAR ATM FREE

1111 Main Street
Murray, KV 42071

We'll take anybody.

Really.

www. firstar.com
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Waiting in the unemployment line? Ro llin ' in yo' fi ve-point-0 ?
"The Murray State News" College Life section foll ows hopeless pop ic ons.
Ca)] 762-4480. Write. write, baby. Really.
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UK raises tuition across board

Military jets just minutes
from 'ground zero'

LEXINGTON (AP) - The University of KenLucky board of trustees approved a tuition schedul~ Tuesday that would mise the cost of attending
the school between 2 and 6 percent a year for the
next two yem.
The board also approved 3 2002-2004 capital
budget request seeking funding authority for
nearly $1 billion in new building construction.
including those housing biologica1 sciences,
pharmacy, business and economics. law and
architecture.
The new tuition rotes. which were approved by
a 19- 1 vote. will become effective during the
'2002 fall semester and run through the 2004
spring semester.
The plan raises in-state, resident tuition for
undergrJduates from $1.635 to $1.740 per semester for the 2002-2003 acru.lemic year and to
$1,836 for the 2003-2004 academic year.
Out-of-state undergraduate tuition will rise
from $4.905 to $5.016 per semester for the 20022003 school year and to $5,112 for the 2003,2004 school year.
Graduate schoolttution for Kentucky residents
will rise from $1.805 to $1 ,926 per semester in
the fir.,t year and to $2.034 in the second year.
Out-of-state graduate tuition will increase from
$5,4 I 5 to $5.535 per semester in the first year and
$5,643 in the second year.

Kentucky family moums sailor's
death in Pentagon attack
MOREHEAD (AP) ·Family members called a
Kentucky sailor's death during last week's terrorist attack on the Pentagon "a waste and shame" at
a memorial service for him on Tuesday.
More than 1,300 people gathered in Morehead
Stare University's gymnac;ium for a remembrance
of U.S. Navy Petty Officer Edward Thomas
Earhart. who wa-. reported tu have died in the
attack.
Earhart. 26. a Nnvy weathcnnan. had come to
work early ta-.t Tuesday to train another officer
when a hijacked commercia] jetliner crashed into
. ·one side of the structure. family members said.
Relatives described Earhart, who wa'l raised
since age 8 by his grandparents. as a smart. diligent man. He left Morehead State Uni\·ersit>· in
• 1994 to pursue a career in the Navy.
. After serving in various locations, including
Panama and Hawaii. he was transferred to Wao;hington on .Dec•• J I.
v•..
..
l An-1mcle. ~uben lOOm:ts-. 55: ofMoreheoo. a
~ retireti Navy· chief petty'officer, called the death
, "a waste and n shame because he had his whole .
' life and his whole career in lront of him.''

•
j
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•world

COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo.
CAP) - Fighter jets were only eight
minutes away from one of the
hijacked airliners when it crashed
into the World Trade Center. the
North American Aerospace Defense
Command said in newly released
data. ·
Two other mi litary jc:ts were 12
minutes away when an airliner hit the
Pentagon. according to NORAD's
officia1 timeline. released Tuesday.
President Bush had not authorized
military pilOt!> to shoot down any
civilian planes until after the crash at
the Pentagon. and military officials
have questioned what fighters would
have been able to do even if they had
been in time
Nonetheless, the NORAD timeline
quantifies how close they were to the
scene of the Sept. II hijackings.
According to the timeline:
• The Federal Aviation Adminis·
tration alerted NORAD's Northea't
Air Defense Sector in Rome. N.Y.. at
8:40 a.m. EDT that American Airlines Flight II had been hijacked
after taking off from Bo~ton en route
to Los Angeles. At 8:43 a.m .. the
FAA notified NORAD that United
Airlines Flight 175 from Boston to
Los Angeles had also been hijacked.
• NORAD ordered two F-15 jet
lighters into the air from Otis Air
National Guard Base in Falmouth,
Mass.. at 8:46 a.m. At about that
time, American Aight I I crashed
into the World Trade Center.
• The F-15s were airborne at 8:52
a.m. Just after 9 a.m.. as United
Flight 175 struck the World Trade
Center. the F-15s were eight minutes
:tway. or 71 miles.
• The FAA notified NORAD at
9:24 a.m. that a third jet. American
Aight 77 bound from Washington to
Los Angeles, had been hijacked.
NORAD ordered two F- 16 fighters
from Langley Air Force Base in Virginia to intercept the airliner.
• The fighters were airborne at 9:30
u.m., but were 12 minutes, or 105
miles, away when the airliner struck
the Pentagon.

Last week, members of the Senate
Armed Services Committee questioned Air Force Gen. Richard Myers
about why the fighters hadn't been
able to get airborne sooner.
Myers, since confirmed a.' the ne't
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
pointed out that · far fewer aircraft
have been detailed to watch for
attacking planes since the end of the
Cold War.

Coroner's office swamped
with victims from tragedy
NEW YORK (AP) - The body
pans are coming in 400 a day now.
and the medical examiner's office is
bracing for I million in all.
Agonized loved ones can hardly
bear the wait, bur it could take
weeks or even a year to identify
everyone killed by the twin suicide
attack:; on the World Trade Center.
On Tuesday. city officia1s said
crews had recovered 2 I 8 bodies and
identified 152 victims. The remaining corpse$ • along with hundreds of
bone and tissue fragments • are
being sampled for DNA so eventu·
ally friends and relatives will have
~omething to bury.
. Robert Shaler, director of forensic
biology for the city medica] examiner. said his office must wait for special software from the FBI before
beginning the DNA tests on thousands of samples.
Pathologists are already collecting
fingerprints. X-rnys and dental
information from the dead.
The DNA software is expected
late next week, but it could be
longer before matching begins • the
city wants to wait until it has a sub:~tantial number of DNA samples.
Just how many are enough hasn't
been decided.
The real delay is - and will continue to be • finding victims. The need
to carefully sift the rubble of the
Trade Center for possible survivors
and clues to the crimes has hobbled
the recovery effort.
Shaler expects the daily number
nrriving at the morgue will double or
triple as the focus '>hifts from rescue
to recovery.

Polce imestigale users
of pro-ten'ol is111 Web site

that holy war "is nOt illegal acts of
terror against innocent people."

BERLIN (AP)- German police
said Wednesday they are investigating users of a Web ~ite offering
advice on training for holy war and
visited by a suspect m the U.S.
attacks. highlighting concern terrorists are using the Internet for
propaganda and to direct their
operations.
Investigators have asked at least
one German Internet provider for
the nam~ and addresses of cus·
tomers who subscribed for an
Internet newsletter on the site.
which also featured a video
add.rel.s by Osama bin Laden.
An anonymous hacker obtained
more than 300 e-m.ail addresses,
allegedly of subscribers for the
newsletter offered by the site,
www.qoqa1.de, and posted them
on a Swiss Internet forum. One
e;ubscriber is listed as bahaji @tuharburg.de.
Experts, including Germany's
internal security agency. have
warned for yem-s that international
terrorist<; were making increasing
use of the lntemeL
While the German website hao;
been shut down, cached copy on
the Internet showed it offering
detailed advice on how to prepare
for war. a June video of bin Laden
supporting the Palestinians and
news on the conflict in Chechnya.
Citing excerpt~ from the Koran,
it urges a]I Muslim men to do their
utmost to undergo military training
• while keeping it secret from others. It recommends U.S. Army
training manuals or books written
by fonner British soldiers as well
as martial arts course:~.
It abo recommends firearms
training, noting that on courses in
the United States "they will teach
almost anyone" and recommending the purchase of an AK-47
assault rifle in countries where it is
legal.
A disclaimer states 1har the
organi1.ers of the Web site don't
provide contacts for people to travel abroad for training. and insist-;

Poll: Europeans support
helping U.S. military
PARIS (AP)- Majorities in several European countries and Israel
want their nations to take part in a
well-planned military action
against the terrorists behind last
week's attacks against the United
States, a new poll suggests.
Some 79 percent of British
adults and 73 percent of French
adults surveyed in a Sofres-Gallup
poll said their nations should
cooperate in a U.S.-1ed military
campaign aimed a1 the ma.-;terminds of the Sept. II attacks.
The poll, published in Wednesday's French newspaper "Libera·
tion." gave no margin of error.
More than half of Germans
polled, 53 percent. said they
would support a role in a U.S. military anti-terrorism campaign. a.~
did 66 pen:ent of Italians; 66 percent of Israelis: and 58 percent of
Spaniards.
The poll was based on interviews with 1,000 French adults
and 3,000 adults in the United
Stales, Britain. Ge.nnany, Spain,
Italy and Israel.

into New York's World Trade
Center met earlier this year in
Europe with an lmqi intelligence
agent. The information was
uncontirrned.
Iraq is one of the seven countries the U.S. accuses of sponsor·
ing terrorism.
With the United States 1rying to
build international support for an
expected anned response to the
au:tcks, Sabri met Wednesday
with Arab and non-Arab ambassadors in Baghdad. the oflicial
Iraqi News Agency said.

Newspaper editors
anested after offering

reward to kill Americans

LAHORE. Pakistan (AP) Authorities shut down a newspaper and arrested its editors
Wednesday after it published a
statement offering a reward to
anyone who kills an American,
police said.
The Urdu-language newspaper. the "Punjab Post." offered
400.000 rupe~s or $6,000 to
anyone who killed an American. According to the newspaper article, the offer was being
made by a radical Sunni Muslim group in Pakistan, but that
Iraq denies involvement group denied involvement.
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) • Iraq
Five people, including the
denied a11 involvement in the Sept. owner, editor and printers of the
II attacks on America, and urged newspaper were arrested on
a "united Arab stance" Wednes- charges of inciting hatred and
day against any military offensive advocating terrorism, police
by the United State.'>.
said. The newspaper office was
In an interview in Wednesday's sealed, they said.
al-lktisadi weekly. Iraqi Foreign
The five men will go on trial
MinL~;ter Naji Sabri said his coun-on Thursday. They pleaded not
try "does not have any connection
guilty Wednesday when they
whatever to the attacks launched·
appeared in court.
on American interests." adding
Pakistan's religious parties
that "the United Stales and the
have
been staging nationwide
West know this fact well."
demonstrations
almost daily to
In Washmgton on Tue.'\day, a
protest
Pakistan's
promise to
U.S. official, speaking on condi·
give
''full
support"
to tbe
tion of anonymity, said the United
Untied
States
to
fight
terrorism.
States has received infonnation
from a foreign intelligence service
that one of the hijackers aboard World Brirj1y is compiled by
one of the planes that slan1med NeW.\ Ediwr lt~soll Billingsley.
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Parliament
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Kool · $.65 Off
camel ·
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$.60 Off

(Excludes Non-Filter)

winston · $.60 Off
vintage • $.60 Off
Doral · $.70 Off

save $.03 on Each
Gallon of Gas You
Purchase When You
Show Your
Racer J.D.
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What is your most
enjoyable class this
semester?
"Civ 101
because
Dr. Gannon
IS

interesting."
SUSAN THOIII'E

freshman, Murray

Bike patrol humors but he ps
Our View
Issue:
MURRAY STATE

"Accounting
because I
understand it
better than
any other
class."

HAS CREATED A
BIKE PATROL UNIT.
POSITI ON:

A BIKE PATROL
UNIT IS NOT
NECESSARY FOR
O ONTUY A NDERSON
sophomore, LOtJlS-yff)e

CAMPUS SAFfTY,
BUT IT WAS THE
BEST WAY TO
UTILIZE THE

"Dr. Elder's
math class."

1 1, 100 I

GOVERNMENT
GRANT.

As of this fall. Murray State
has added a new security division to its campus police. but
its officers do not have a
patrol car or radar gun.
But they do have a bike. and
they know how to use it.
Bicycle training is just one
responsibi lity of the new
patrol unit. which was made
possible when the University
received a $4,500 federal
grant last year to increase
campus safety.
While Murray State's campus is already fairly secure,

and the most interaction some
bicycle patrolmen will get
from students will be snickers
and laughs. anything that promotes campus safety can only
be beneficial to the University.
After all, using bikes to
patrol campus is logical in
comparison to the University's other potentjaJ options.
For instance, bikes are much
cheaper and smell nicer than a
mounted police unit. However, the Iauer would have given
Racer l a day job and an

instant position of command.
An inline skating unit could
But, some students might have received training at Cirhave gotten annoyed wi th cus Skate and maybe could
having to watch where they have talked the University
step when crossing the Quad. into purchasing some of those
An all-terrain vehicle patrol nifty three-wheeled scooters
wou ld have been exciting, to patrol campus.
All kidding aside, the Unithough a bit noisy. A paratrooping patrol would have versity made the best decision
been the quietest, and Univer- for uti lizing the government
sity police could have rap- grant. It remains to be seen
pelted down the Price Doyle how successful the bike
Fine Arts building to catch patrolmen will be in pursuing
publically intox icated stu- a perpelralor, but we wish
dents leaving Fifteenth and them the best of luck in their
new endeavor.
Olive.

Cycle of hatred continues at home
C AIIL' W IGGINS

sMior, Pllduc8h

"Freshman
orientation.
It's the
easiest."
R oONEY B OTTOMS

freshman. Paducah

"They all
suck. This is
the most
boring
semester of
my life."

Picking through the glossy, yellow
apples in Wai-.Mart's fruit section
Sunday evening, I was forced to
make an une:"<pected decision. This
decision had nothing to do with
apple!i or my grocery list. It was
much more complex, confusing and
personal. I was faced with the decision that many people are heing
forced to make during this sad and
confusing time: to love or to hate.
Standing side by side, picking
through the bundles of applell, the
woman probably didn't even notice
me. She was dressed from head to
toe, not an inch of her skin showing.
except for her tanned, pleasant face.
A lump formed in my throat as I pretended to pick through the mound of
apples. I looked at the people around
me. A young girl standing in front of
the plums was gawking at the

woman. Another couple standing by
the gmpes were whispering back and
forth . I watched people all over the
store studying the woman·-. every
move.
Gazing hack at the woman \tanding next to me. I wondered if .she
could feel the eyes staring at her. Did
she feel uneasy or scared'? Did she
wish she could vanish into thin air'!
As I continued to fill my plastic
bag with apples. I realized the lump
in my throat was not from fear, dislike or hate. The lump in my thro:u
was a result of the pain I was feeling
for the innocent woman standing
beside me. I felt sorry for her. She
was heing judged, ridiculed and
hated for the way she appeared and
was dre:.sed. Her ethnic background
and religion has unfortunate!)
become a source of hate for many

ignorant Americans. People who llee
her automatically sterc:otype her.
sometimes unknowingly. People
want to point lingers at her and condemn her for the heartache, death and
dc),truction our country is experiencing.
Americans· hearts are hroken, and
we want someone to blame.
The woman in Wai-Mnrt is not to
blame. She is as innocent as I am.
But she and other member~ of her
religious and ethnic background are
being viewed a.o; enemies.
I feel sorry for her, just as I feel
sorry for tho:-e who hate and blame
her. Some people simply do not
know any better. When a disaster of
this magnitude occurs, people don't
know how to react. Some people
keep emotions bottled up. ~orne lash
out and others simply do nothing.

Some people act with hate: others act
with love. What happened on Tue.,.
day, Sept. II. is a horrifying example
of the power of hate. Americans
should not allow this cycle of hate to
continue.
No doubt the woman in Wai-Mart
felt the angry stare of hate while she
innocently ~>hopped for groceries.
Standing beside her, I felt helples'>. I
wanted to do something, but I didn't
know what. I wanted to hug her. but
instead I made eye contact with her
and smiled.
She smiled back. and as I made my
way toward the frozen-food aisle, the
lump still embedded in my tbroal. a
tear slid down my ch~ek.

In My
Opinion

STEVIE
LOWERY
" SOME PEOPLE
SIMPLY DO NOT
KNOW ANY

Ste~·ie

Lowery is a graduate assistant
for "The Murray State News. ·•

BETIER."

• Your Opinion
H EATHEII H OHYER

ssnior, Co/1/nsvl/18, Ill
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I wanted to respond to the letter that
appeared in the Sept. 14 edition of ..The Murray State News'' that criticized your photographer for taking pictures of people watching the
tragic events unfold in the Curris Center.
The irony of Dennis Frymire"s complaint is
striking. Did he not stop to think that what he
and the other students gathered in the TV
Lounge were watching was brought to him by
people doing exactly the same thing a~ "The
Murray State News··• photographer']
Journalists have a mission to document
events. and what was happening in the TV
Lounge that day wa-; a striking visual example
of the effect these events have on all Ameri·
cans. The photographer in the Curris Center
was recording the news- in this case, a heanbreakmg human interest story - for Murray
State students to be able to see and better
understand the reverberations of the allack
that sounded as ti1r away u~ West Kentucky.
Sometimes people forget that the "demonized media" are the people who show us the
world. even when it hurtll. They put a.~ide thl'ir
own fears and emotion' to infonn the public.
This drive to infom1 protect<; us and all our
civil libcrtie~ because it makes everyone
accountable for what they say and do.
Mr. Frymire did not tum off the Curris Center televiston that day and scold others for
intrudmg on the people in New York and D.C.
, He watched. just as we all did. translixed and
grie\ing for what we all lost. He watched, and
I'm sure he took those images away with htm
and will never tbrget what he saw and felt that
day. He watched, and I'll bet it changed him in
way-; that it ha.~ changed aU of us.
And that change. that opportunity to see and
feel and learn and Cl)' with all of our country·

men and women. wa.c; brought to him by journalists.
Alyson McNutt English
Senior
Murray

Professor predicts terrorists
will fac:e worfdwide suppression
To the Editor:
We. are all saddened by the events last week.
and the ramifications will last for years. You
have all lived a defining moment m world history.
I urn concerned for how this country will
respond. To paraphrase Japanese Admiral
lsorolu Yamamoto on December 8, 1941. the
terrorists have awakened a sleeping grizzly
bear. Terrorhts will have no place to hide, and
that is as it should be. Some have compared
this time to the penod of piracy when pirates
terrorized the high ~eus.
II took a worldwide effort to root them out,
but it succeeded. The free world ha~ been complacent too long with organized terrorism and
crime. It b time to place the resources of freedom-loving people worldwide to work in unity
to eliminate these threat.. to humanity.
Jim Sickel
Professor of Biology

Health Services welcomes
students, outlines policies
To the Editor:
The Health Services' staff v.ish to welcome
all Murray State students. faculty and \taff to
the campu,. Our primary goal is to help you

stay healthy!
VIctims need money, not bears
We want students to be able to make
inforn1ed decbiom, about their health con· To the Editor:
cems and to take personal responsibility for
their own health. Aside from taking care of ill
I am a Murray State student in Jamaica right
or injured student'>. staff membeN are here to now teaching at a mis...ion school. Se\ernl of
provide you with accurate health care infor- my kids cannot even find New York City on a
mation.
map. so you can imagine how dl'tant I feel
Nearly 7,000 !>tudents visit the clinic annu· from my devastated countrymen. I am also
ally, and in most easel>. students are able to sorry to write in prote.'t dunng such a sad time
plan their visits between classe~. Each year. for America. especial!)' when I understand that
we receive numerous requests for written the actions 1criticize are being llonc m respect
excuses from class, but we do not write "blan- for the victims.
ket excuse~-"
My question is this: Are teddy bears really
According to the American College Health what Lhese children need'? It is a cute and sweet
Association's recommended standards for a idea. but for the families that lost the only
college health program. the students are income it might have had v. hen IL' members
responsible fur class attendance and the com· perished in the di~aster. it seem~ a bittntc.
pletion of assignments. We encourage all stu·
Come on. Murroy State! Give those l ids and
dents to communicate directly with their pro· survivors basic necessitie:. they can use. Give
fes.,ors if they miss class because: of illness.
them food, clothing, shelter and blood More
The majority of professors will acl·ept the importantly. if you have money to buy a teddy
student's word when he/she is ill: however, bear. why not send that money instead to New
the student may ask the professor to call the York City. lt may help those lurmlies pay the
clinic for verilicution of a visit No other rent or buy a meal or four mcah.
infom~ation will be relea)>ed to anyone withCome on. Murray State und Amerka. Give
out the student's written consent. All conver- America and her people what they need right
sations and medil·aJ records are strictly conli· now: your love.
dential.
Please feel free to visit the clinic for any Sam Amen
health concern you may have. Remember, you Senior
do not have to be ill to utilize Health Services. Murray
The professional nur.es want to encourage
you to make good dech.ions about your health
choices.
You may also call the Health Line at 762· Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes com3809 Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to noon
mentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
and I p.m. to 4:30p.m. if you have any quesshould be 300 words ur fewer and must be
tion~ concerning your health.
signed. Contributors should include
Have a great and healthy year!
:addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, cla'>SificaRobena Garfield
tion. title or relationship to the University.
MSN. CANP Director
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
Kathleen Pri..:c
to edit for style. length and content.
MS, RN ·C As,ociat.e Director
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Flier distributors compete for space
In My
Opinion

LOREE
STARK

"BUT FOR
Goo's SAKE,
LET A MAN
HAVE HIS FLIERSPACE."

From two years of studying communication,
l've learned that we commumcate our feelings to
others in both verbal and non·verbal forms. We
can let individuals or groups know how we feel
with body language or the wrillen word just as
effectively as using speech.
If you're not with me so far. (well. if you're not
with me so far. you probably tend to get lost easily, and should therefore never attempt anything
that requires extensive direction. such as driving
to Alaska without a map or leaving your home
through the front door} let me give you some
example~.

Verbal:
Person I: I don· t agree. To even propose the
duckbill platypu~ -.hould not be a member of the
mammal family but the amphibian family is
absurd. If you'd like me to be perfectly candid. I
think you're an idiot.
Person 2: You clearly do not sympathize with
the plight of the duckbill platypus. If you could
navigate through the brain of the. platypus the way

Requests to
pray offends
so11;1e people
In My
Opinion

KYLE
SHADOAN
"HIGHSTANDING
OFFICIALS
SHOULD NOT
PRESUME
EVERYONE AT
HOME WHO
WATCHED THE
NEWS WOULD
PRAY TO SHOW
THEIR
SYMPATHY.,

Time after time last week I heard public official after public official urge
everyone m pray for the victims and the
families of the horrible events that took
place in New York and Washington,
D.C.
Members of Congress, mayors of dif·
ferent cities. representatives of different
organizations and even the President
himself were calling for everyone to
pray. The more I thought about it, the
more I realized how wrong this was not only to the v1ewers watching television, but to the people involved in this
tragedy.
First of all, how could these officials
presume that all the victims and the victims' families had adopted any religion
whatsoever. more or less a religion that
would mvolve praying? How do they
know that all the victims and their families would want everyone to pray for
them?
Personally. if r or a close family mem·
ber was involved in some tragedy like
this. I would be offended and upset that
all these people would be rude enough to
automattcally presume everyone adheres
to the same religious activities or doctnnes.
I think it is very rude when pt!ople do
this in everyday life. But it would bother
me even more if, for example, my mother was killed und people pushed their
views on me in a time of great distress.
The sympathy they would be trying to
show would lx! lost by the inconsideration of my personal views.
High·standing officials should not presume everyone at home who watched the
news WOUld "pray'' tO show theirS) mpa·
thy. Maybe people would just like to
have a moment ot silence to think abllut
what had happened to show their sympa
thy. Or maybe they would rather donate
blood or ,give money to the Red Cross
because they feel this would help the victims more than pr.tying.
It just seem:. wrong that these public
figures would get on television again and
again, asking everyone to pray President
Bush paraded around on television as if
he were the National Prayer Service and
spent several "objective" news confer·
ences asking everyone to pray. Pre... ident
Bush '.s religion should remain a matter of
his private life, ju'it like Pre,ident Clinton's sex life. These matters have noth·
ing to do with the presidency and running
our country.
In light of this event, it just goe.; to
show how much the separation of church
and state has dwindled. threatening the
religious freedom guaranteed hy our
founding fathen; . These actions are in
direct violation of what IS probably the
most important part of our Constitution.
l must commend the television stations
such as the History Channel, VH I and
the Discovery Channel for staying objective by -;aying their "thoughh" were with
the victims of the tragedy, while Fox and
several other stations stated their
"prayers'' were.
I am not Jownplaying what has happened - my deepest thoughts and mo~t
sincere sympathy are with the people
affected by this horrible event.
But public officials, as well a ... the public, need to remember that in times or
peace, as well as in times of tragedy. pco·
pie claim different faiths, and some have
no particular religious affiliation whatsoever.

Kyle Slwdoun is cl senior print jouma/aiUI fine arts double major from Loll·
don. Ky.
i.\111

I can, you would see it is obvious they have been
miscategorized.

Nonverbal:
Person 1: I don't agree. To even propose the
duckbill platypus should not be a member of the
mammal family but the amphibian family is
absurd. If you'd like me to be perfectly candid, I
think you're an idiot.
Person 2: Protrudes lips in awkward manner,
flap~ jaws in the manner of the duckbill platypus,
bites the neck of Person I, extends middle finger
with vigor and flees the scene.
Clearly, Pen;on 2 got their point across much
more effectively by using nonverbal communication.
To get to my point. (and I do have one) I have
noticed a new type or nonverbal communication
springmg up on campus recently.
It seems that in an effort to 'pread their message
to members of the student body. groups and individuals have decided to put fliers on bulletin

boards across campus, from residential colleges to
Faculty Hall. (Okay, so you got me, this is really
nolhing new.)
After many late nights in Wilson Hall this
semester working for the paper, I've had a bit of
time to roam the conidors and read the many
fliers on the bulletin boards. A trend I've noticed
among these individuals, these purveyors of message who stalk the halls at night aided only by
their trusty stapler, is that they tend to choose a
flier that is less superior than their flier and then
staple their flier (which clearly bears more merit)
directly on top of it.
Likely targets are fliers for school-related functions, groups with few members and of course.
any Christian organization. (Now. I don't have
alliances with any particular Christian organization on campus. but I'm pretty sure the last thing
they do is actively staple their fliers on top of
someone else's, laugh maniacally and run off.}
l consider this flier-domination issue an analogy for how we fit into the world. We're constantly competing for our space, but then. the other
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fliers get crowded. and then we're looking for
space, but we can't find any because it's all gone.
And then we see other fliers. weaker fliers in
neon colors with smaller text in ugly fonts like
American Typewriter and Giddyup. and we just
can't take it anymore and BAM! We scream and
stomp and thrash until we have no choice but to
suffocate the weaker flier with our own, which we
have no doubt designed in Photoshop using only
the most superior fonts (Franklin Gothic. any·
one?) and the most effective use of white space.
Look, here's the deal: (f you have a problem
with an individual or organization, tell them about
it. Go to one of their meetings if you so desire and
take a stand. Or if you prefer the nonverbal route.
write i!letter to the editor of this fine publication.
But for God's sake, let a man have his tlier
space.

Loree Stark is the editor in chieffor "The Murray
State News."
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America will prevail after attacks
In My
Opinion

jUSTIN
YOUNG
"AMERICA
WILL AGAIN
STANO TALL
AFTER THIS.

We WILL
PERSEVERE."

Editor's note:
This commentary wa.\' or~~inal/y written the
day after the ctltack on tlze W<Jrltl Trade Center, but lwei to be held back due to the overflow of commentaries received by the paper
la.w wuk. It runs in its origitwl form.

On Tuesday, Sept. I I. the world changed
forever.
Everyone knows the events. so I will not
restate them again. At last word, officials
were saying upwards of 5,000 people may
have lost their lives in one vile act of hatred.
I think that is what makes the day's events
hurt even worse. This was not an accident. It
was not the Titanic sinking. This was a deliberate act committed by a group of people with
nothing more than hate.
The terronsts may have gone after tbe military with the auack on the Pentagon, but they
killed far more civilians than 'oldiers during
the attacks. Civilians like each of us and each
of them. People with wives. husbands or kids.
People with friends. People with plans and
hopes and dreams. And hate took that all
away.
J can't be angry because sadness overpow·

ers any amount of anger my heart is capable
of. I can't even really be just sad because at
this point the limitations of the word can't
describe how I feel. I cried Tuesday morning.
And Tuesday night. And Wednesday morning. I doubt those will be the last times.
In my lifetime [ have heard many people
criticize Generation X because it did not have
a defining moment. We <Jidn't have a Vietnam or a World War 11. We were, luckily, a
generation without a dark moment to scar us.
And now we have a moment that bas not only
scarred us, but forever scarred our country in
a way the other events only briefly touched.
Vietnam killed our countrymen in a faraway jungle. Pearl Harbor killed more than
2,000 in a Hawaiian paradise. But this event,
which many are calling the second Pearl Harbor. hit at the heart of our country. It hit the
sign of pride in America- New York City.
And if our American innocence was lost at
Pearl Harbor, then our American identity has
been stabbed here.
We are a country that takes pride in its freedom and openness. Every day we allow thousands to enter and leave our country. Every
day we allow thousands to tour important

buildings. Everyday we board planes with no
more than faith telling us we'll be afe.
For a brief moment, I am sure every American questioned those things. I hope, however, that every American stopped und reali1ed
that if we give up on those things, then the
terrorist'i have not '> imply stabbed our Arnt>rican identity: they may have killed it.
(f the world hao; a capital, it would be New
York. And if the world ever had an incident
that shook every race, gender, nationality and
religion, then this attack is it.
Tuesday afternoon members of Congress
gathered to sing God Bless America. I know
(, for one. was singing too.
God has blessed America. Let not incidents
like this cloud that fact. Let not incidents like
this confuse you where to rum. Tum to God
in prayer. Tum to friends for a shoulder to cry
on. No shame can be found in seeking help:
no one is strong enough to go through this
alone. But remember. America will again
stand tall after this. We will persevere.

Juslin Young is a senior elect runic jmmwlism major from Paducah.

Photojournalism begins with sensitivity
The sheer irony of a letter
complaining about photojournalism from o.;omeone watching
photojournalism almost overwhelmed me. Dennis Frymire
penned a complaint to "The
Murray State News" la.st week
after being disturbed by a photo·
joumali'it while he watched a
newscast about last Tuesday's
honific events. I highly doubt,
however, that he also wrote u
letter to NBC. ABC. CBS and
CNN.
l almost decided nolto write a
response to the leuer becau'ic it
seems like ~uch a menial poim
when compared to the terrorist
attacks. It seems everything has
been put into a new perspective.
But to be entirely honest, I JU~t
have a hard time being called
"insensitive. rude, and un\\ anted." l operate with the uuno!>l
professionali:.m. courtesy and
above uti, 'ensitivity. The feel-

ings of the people l am photographing are constantly on my
mind while I am lx!hind the lens.
So much so. in fact, that I didn't
include those crying in my pictures last Tuesday.
When I arrived at the Cunis
Center's TV nook: just two hours
after two planes hit the World
Trade Center, I immediately
noticed several in the room
were crying. Taking this into
consideration, I moved behind
the TV and took two photos of
the other side of the room.
Frymire's letter makes the
reader assume that I was wildly
snapping pictures of the crowd
in a small, cramped room. In all
actuality I took only two shots in
an open area: one with a flash,
one without. Again. taking the
thoughts of the people in the
viewtindcr into consideration.
To write that I was "showing
absolutely no respect for the sit-

uation" is absurd.
Before leaving, r quickly took
three more photos (not using the
flash at all this time) from
behind everyone watching the
newscast, but not before moving
out of sight of those who were
crying.
I agree there is a line in photojournalism which should not be
crossed. There is most definitely
a point where all photojournalists should "put the camera
down and offer a hand." The
entire world can remember
Princess Diana's death and the
questioning of photographers
that resulted. I am not a
paparazzi.
While I would still be within
my full legal rights to wildly
snap pictures of emotionally
upset students in front of the
striking images on the Cunis
Center's big screen, that would
probably be going a little too far.

All of the people in front of the
television that morning were in a
public place, as were the workers running from the collapsing
buildings in New York.
To complain about having a
photojournalist in the room
while you're watching thou·
sands of people die on national
television is the very detinition
of insensitivity. A "poignant
picture" was hardly what 1 was
after that Tuesday morning. I
was simply reporting the worst
news of the century so the ~to
dents. faculty and staff of this
University would understand
what was happening in the
world around them. That is
Dennis
exactly
why,
in
Frymire's words, "media cover·
age is essential."
Ryan Brooks is the associate
editor of "The Murray State
News."

In My
Opinion

RYAN

BROOKS
"A 'POIGNANT
PICTURE' WAS
HARDLY WHAT

I WAS

AFTER

THAT TUESDAY
MORNING."
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Students meet in prayer to reflect on tragedy
BY JASON B ILLINGSLEY

News Eo1roR.
Murray State students met in prayer to
honor the victims of the tragedies in New
York. Washington. D.C. and rural Pennsylvania in four separate prayer meetings.
Around 300 students observed a national moment of silence in the Quad on Sept.
14. The moment was decreed by President
Bush as part of the National Day of Prayer
to honor the victims of the terrorist
attacks.
At 7:30 a.m. Tuesday, almost one-week
exactly from when the first hijacked plane
hit the World Trade Center in New York.
Chi Alpha and Murray Christian Fellowship
sponsored "Prayer in the Quad," an event
for all students, faculty and staff to pray for
everyone mvolved in the attacks.
About 25 students showed up for the early
morning service.
Heather Loll, graduate student from
Louisville, is a member of both groups and
helped prepare the meeting. Sbe said she
was pleased with how the event turned out.
"We need to mourn as a nation and
remember the people who had family and
friends die," Lou said. "We also need to
thank the rescue workers who are digging
everyone out. We took time to come together and pray for everyone who was involved
and gain a sense of hope that something
good would come of this."
Tuesday night. the Baha'i Student Association sponsored a candlelight prayer vigil at
7:30 on the steps of Lovett Auditonum. The

vigil was a campus-wide interfaith event,
and about 15 students attended to pray for
the victims of the tragedies.
Baha'i Student Association President
David Fox. senior from Syracuse. N.Y., said
he believed the rainstorm that passed by
Murray a couple of hours before the ceremony drove away many potential participants.
Prayers from the Baha'i, Bible. Koran.
Buddhist and Hindu texts were read aloud
by members of the Baha'i Student Association and volunteers in the crowd. Each reading was followed by a moment of silent
prayer.
Linda H1jazi, graduate student from Jordan, read a passage from the Koran, the holy
book of (slam. She told everyone at the
meeting that those responsible for the terrorist attacks did not represent the Islamic religion.
"What happened had nothing to do with
Islam," H1jazi said. "We don't believe in
this. and there is a really big punishment to
these people who do such acLc;."
Htjazi said it was also important to note
that, according to the Koran, to begin to be
forgiven for killing non-Muslims, the instigators would have to make multiple monetary compensations to the victims' families
and fast from sunrise to sunset for 60 con·
secutive days.
Fox said it was important to unify people
from different religions and hold a prayer
wtth readings from all of those religions.
"The Baha' i believe now is the time for
world unity that's been promised in all the

Ryan Brooks/The News

Students assemble in the Quad and observe a national moment of silence on
Sept. 14 In honor of the victims of the ter rorist attacks on Sept. ll.
different religions," Fox said. "We believe
the evils of the world are caused by our divisions in religion, race. gender and class, and
the way to solve all of these problems is,
first of all. everyone tuming to God and
realizing we're worshiping the same God
and then unifying together to wipe out all of
these problems."
Thursday night, a non-denominational

prayer service was held at 7 p.m. in the
Quad.
Several campus
ministers
addressed students, including ministers
from the Baptist Student Union, Murray
Christian Fellowship, Newman House and
others.
Songs were led by students, and money
was collected for the Red Cross through
donations and from selling T-shirts.

Karri

Rubeck/The News

Linda Hijazl, graduate student from
Jordan, reads a passage from the
Koran on the steps of Lovett Auditorium Tuesday night.

International students create mural to express opinions on events
BY JASON BILLINGSLE Y
NEWS EDITOR

•

The tragic events of last week led students to
express their feelings in a variety of ways. International students in the English S.'i a Second Language
program decided to express theirs with a mural.
As of Tuesday momang, the mural, located on the
first floor of Woods Hall. contained 64 messages left
by FSL student<> expressing concern for the victims
of the Sept II terrorist attacks.
The message left by Laure AmCetmran. ESL student
from Togo, West Africa, summed up the reactions of
many ESL students.
..Terrorists, if your way ro fight agaanst adversaries
is to kill innocent person~. you are not only your own
enemy. but also a danger for (all) human beings,"
Amcgnran wrote on the mural. ''Terronslc;, men
without heart. how sorry am I for you. Men without
love, did you lhink before acting? l don't thmk so. lf

you did, you would never do what you did. God bless
people who lost their parents, friends (and) workers."
Many of the students said it was important to let
everyone know how they felt about the attacks.
"'They're (the terrorists) not human beings, they're
animals." Amegnran said.
The mural was started a day or two after the
tragedy as a way for international students to show
their unity with other Murray State students. It was
also used as a class project to help the students with
their reading and writing of the English language.
"I think. the board really is a stopping point where
they can stop and reflect on what happened;· ESL
Adviser Beth Murphy said. "Even everyone who
works here has stopped to see what the students have
written. You get caught up in what's going on in your
daily life. but this is a sroppang point where we can
stop for a minute and reflect on what is happening."
Murphy said she really enjoyed looking at the signatures to get an idea of how the ESL students were
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Carin Peterson/The News

English as a Second Language students talk about the messages
they wrote on the mural located on the first floor of Woods Hall.
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responding. She said lhe majority of the messages
asked for peace and gave sincere condolences to the
victims.
ESL students are also keeping journals about their
reactions to the events and sending e-mails of support
to New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and the victims' families.
Director for lhe Institute of International Studies
Mike Basile said there have been no on-campus incidents of international studenlll being attacked or
threatened since the terrorist attacks. He said that figure speaks well of the Umverstty and both American
and antemational student-;.
"I think generally it speaks very well for their forbearance right now," Basile said. "I think that word is
so important. All of us have emotions. I saw some
clips on TV that made me feel like retaliating. The
fa'-1 :chat up co this po,int on the Murray State campus·
there's not been any incidents. it's just so gratifying.
It shows the character of the studenlS here."
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Panelists debate issues related to terrorist attacks
BY MARCI OWEN
AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR

During a community forum, ' 'International Terrorism; Challenges and
Options." Wednesday evemng at Freed
Curd Auditorium, a variety of panelists
discussed the Sept 11 trngedy and its
effects on international terrorism.
The forum, sponsored by Murray
State's Institute for International Srudies and the Oflice of Academic AlTair.;.
included panelists Michael Paul, Fred
Miller. Taufiq Rashid Mil..e Morgan.
Sharaf Alkibsi, Bill Schell and Seid
Hassan.
The forum began by allowing each
panelist time to present his perspective
on international terrorism, follov.ed by
a discussion among the panelists led by
Gary Scott, the moderator for the
evening, and concluded with questions
from the audience.
Michael Paul is a former operations
officer in the Central Intelligence
Agency, where he was a<;;signed to the
directorate of operations or the counterterrorist's center. He is also a retiree of
the U.S. Army Reserve will\ a rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.
Paul said while he was surprised at
the magnitude of the attack, he wa' not
surprised the auuck occurred.
"Many people in the world view our
country as an imperialist power, and I
have to say rightly so in some cnses."
Paul said. "( personally believe that we
have probably overstepped some
boundaries and should not be in cenain
locations, but that's not for me to say."
Paul listed several tem1rist auacks
that occurred in previous decades
against the United States and stated the
repen:ussions of letting history repeat

il~lf.

"We're not very good at remembering," Paul said. "We don't learn the
lessons of history in our country. In one
swoop, 5,000 people, we've lost the
equivalent of one-tenth of the people
we lost in Vietnam. I suspect sincerely
that the next thing '-"C are going to ~ee
has to be •.. more devastating, more
inhumane."
Fred Miller, professor of marketing
and director of the Regensburg. Germany exchange program at Murray
State. said instead of waging war, the
United States should try to undeNand
why these things happen.
"It does us no good to treat this as a
holy war against evil when we could,
instead, do the best we can to try to
under;tand the motives of the people
Karri Rubeck/The News
we are operating against, to understand Students and faculty listen to the seven panelists during the community forum, "International Ter01eir methods and try to do everything
we can to try to thwart their efforts and rorism: Challenges and Options," Wednesday evening at the Freed Curd Auditorium.
at the same time prevent our actions
"Understandmg cannot be nchieved today, terrorism. and its linkage to M.B.A., said, as an imcmational sruagainst terrorists to spawn more terror- through public hysteria and regimented another phrase, Islamic extremist." dent.. he has been able to see the huge
ism;· Miller said.
thinking," Rashid said. "Do we want Morgan said.
culture barrier berween the Ea~tern and
"Unfonunately, we (Christians) also another bout of McCarrhyism, where
Morgan questioned what it would be Western worlds and believes internashare a historical heritage (with (slam), certain people who wish to exercise like if other societies applied these tional education should be encouraged
which each of our faith:; has at times their critical faculties and label (people) same stereotypes to American people.
for a better understanding between the
been turned to hatred and violence,'' terrorist sympathizers, soft on terror"Something that I was a~ked often to two.
Miller added. "(f that is what has ism, or, worst collaborationist~?··
explain in my ye:.~r away and in other
"During most of my stay here at
occurred here. we need to avoid comMike Morgan, ru;sociate professor of travels is 'what's happening in Ameri- Murray State. I always had the eltperipounding that by doing that our~;elve.-;.' ' English at Murray State, plays an active can schools? Why are children killing ence where I would be standing up and
Taufiq Rashid. formerly of role in recruiting Mjdille Eao;tem Stu- other children with guns?'" Morgan facing myself, trying to defend my culBangladesh. is teaching World Civi- dents and is co-author of "Healing s:~id. "Imagine this phra.se repeated over ture. trying 10 eltplain my religion,"
lizations at Murray State. He has a rna,. Racism: Education's Role.'' He said he and over again, 'Christian children ter- Alkibsi said. ''As a Muslim-Arab stuter's degree in political science from hopes recent tragedies \It ill not paint an rorist~. Christian children terrorists.' or dent here, I had to go through this.
Indiana University and ha~ done doc- even more negative picture of Arabs in ·American children terrorists.' No When 1 go back to Yemen two months
toral work in international relations the minds of Americans.
Muslim that I know hru; ever made such during the summer, I find myself also
with a focus on contlict research in
"America's knowledge, even the an ab~urd judgment.''
tlefendmg the American culture, trying
political economy. Rashid agreed with knowledge of the most educated citiSharaf Alkibsi. an inrernational stu- Lo explain what Americans think
several other panelists that understand- zens of our coumrv about the Arab dent from Yemen who completed hh about. This is just part of the internaing among cultures should be a top pri- world. is almost strictly limiled to the undergraduate: work nt Murray State in tional worl<.l that we're living in that
images of the topic we're discussing industrial technology and now has an people don' t know each other."
ority.
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Bill Schell. associate profe~sor of
history at Murray State and director of
Murray State's World Civilizations and
Cultures program, said the attack on the
World Trade Center was a crime
against humanity. not an act of war, and
should be pursued as a criminal act with
a two-truck response from the United
States.
"Domestically, we are going to be
under tremendous pressure to take con<,Ututional short cuts to get to sleeper
terrorist cells that we expect are residing here,.. Schell said. ''To deal with
international terrorism, we have to realize that we do have to change our entire
foreign-policy prospective with a goal
toward eliminating the root causes of
tem)ri.,m, which are social and political
injustice. not only in the Middle East.
but elsewhere as well."
Seid Hassan. economist in international economics originally from
Ethiopia. trade and development area.-;,
said terrorism is a war we have fought
and will have to fight for a long time.
"The only difference between what
happened in New York and what has
happened in the past is there wao; a
tremendous loss of life, 5.000 and
more, and that, of course. is unbe411llble
to us," Hassan said. "Secondly, it happened in our territory. Thirdly, it happened in civilian territory, not to the
military."
Hassan said the United States has to
be careful how the war on terrorism is
fought in order to prevent tragedies like
this from reoccurring.
Said Hassan: ''We have to be careful
about antagoniLing. There are 1.2 billion Muslims in the world, so we have
to be careful about how we retaliate."
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Former museum opening for student recreation Oct. 1
BESHEAR GYM
AlSO HAS THE
CAPABILITY OF
HOSTING lATENIGHT DANCES.

BY J ASON BIUINGSLEY

News EDITOR
Students struggling to find an open
basketball court on campus will soon
have a new option.
Beshear Gym, located in the former
Boy Scout Museum, will be open for
student recreation starting Oct. 1, Curris Center Director Jim Saurer said.
The gym will be available for student
use 3-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday.
Intercollegiate Sports and Recreation
Coordinator Alison Epperson said converting the gym back to its original
state was not difficult, although it
served as the Boy Scout Museum for

many years.
"It was a student center before, so it
already had that rubberized surface
down there, and they had just covered it
when they put those displays up,"
Epperson said. "All that had to be done
once they took the displays up was to
clean up any residue from tape and give
it a good cleaning. It was not a huge
turnaround at all. We did (much of the
work) over the summer."
The Regional Special Events Center
donated four of its ponable goals so the
gym would have two fuU basketball
courts. The last item to be completed is
the painting of lines on the two courts
by Facilities Management.

With restrooms and water fountains
already in place, all the gym needed
was an on-campus phone for emergencies.
Epperson said it was important for
the court to be ready by October, as the
weather would cause more people to
play basketball indoors.
Epperson and Saurer said their goal
is to keep Beshear Gym free from intramural activities and have it as a place
for pickup games, scrimmages and
practices.
Epperson said the opening of the
gym will benefit students because
intramurals take up Carr Health from
November through April for multiple

basketball and volleyball seasons, and
Beshear Gym will give students a place
to play open for recreation.
"I think it's going to help in a couple
of areas," Saurer said. "One is as the
weather turns bad, we have a real heavy
use of gymnasium space in Carr
Health. So, Beshear Gym will help by
having an area the students know will
always be available for open recreation."
The gym will also be available for
dances and other events requiring a
large space even before it's ready for
recreational use.
Saurer said the versatility and availability of the building will be valuable.

Technicians try to swat Blackboard bugs
BY BETH WHEELER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For students like Mark French. who are taking
online courses, class started two weeks late this
semester.
Wrinkles in the Blackboard system, a program
used by faculty and staff to access online courses,
caused frustration and confusion for students.
French, a junior from Mayfield. said the delay in
getting his assignments off the Web site was cumbersome.
"Either I couldn't get to the Web page, or it
refused to acknowledge I was a user," French said.
French's instructor canceled assignments for the
first week, but other students were not so fortunate.
"The first two weeks were horrible," Rhonda
Wagoner, senior from Paducah, said about trying to
log on to her Ethics class. "After 10 minutes of
waiting for a reply, l gave up."
Linda Miller, Center for Teaching, Learning and
Technology director, expressed concern over the
problem.
'This is an important resource," Miller said. "It's
got to be quick."
Miller, along with University Local Area Network manager Tommy Phillips, have spent many

hours over the past few weeks updating software
and replacing hardware to get Blackboard up to
speed.
Before classes began this semester, Blackboard
crashed, delaying faculty in posting their online
courses and curriculum. Miller said this semester's
Blackboard problems are the first since the University introduced the system in 2000.
Miller said accessing Blackboard has dramatically slowed. hindering students in their online courses. Miller said she originally thought the delay was
because of a usage increase. Approximately 73,000
pages are viewed every day, a number 33,000 more
than last semester.
Expecting the volume increase. Murray State
personnel upgraded over the summer. But Phillips
said the upgrade still did not have enough processing power and memory.
Working under Blackboard personnel's suggestions, Miller said the University purchased $8,000
worth of hardware, which was installed Sept. 11.
That did not seem to solve the problem. During
peak utilization times, the system is still not up to
speed. Phillips said.
Blackboard technical support was helping to
solve the problem on campus until they were called
to the home office in Washington, D.C., after the

Sept II attack.
Miller said University personnel were left to fix
the problem on their own. They discovered a program code had been entered incorrectly when
Blackboard was installed on the Murray State
server. Miller said the faulty code was not Blackboard or the University's fault. University personnel attributed the problem to the operating system.
As it turned out. the $8,000 hardware upgrade
was not needed. University officials are working
with Blackboard to reach a compromise.
"They forced us to make an investment in hardware that was not necessary," Miller said. "It hasn't been wasted. It made the server more robust."
Miller said the code problem with Blackboard
has been eliminated, but another issue has
emerged. Staff from the Center for Teaching,
Learning and Technology are now focusing their
attention on a wonn virus called "inimda" detected Tuesday.
The virus creates a fake overload of the system
and denies service. It has affected servers nationwide.
As of Wednesday, no cause for the virus had
been found. Miller said her depanment cannot
find where the problem is located. and the server
is currently down.

Alexander namesake of sorority suites
STAFF REPORT

Elizabeth Alexander will be recognized at 4
p.m. today in the courtyard of the PanheUenic
Building during a special ceremony for her contributions on Murray State's campus.
Because of Alexander's efforts toward the creation of a sorority meeting facility, panheUenic
members voted to establish a permanent record of
her contributions.

"As I understand it, she's the one who encouraged her husband (President Kern Alexander) to
go forward in allowing the building to be built,"
said Panhellenic Council Adviser Ginny Richerson.
Plaques honoring Alexander will be installed in
both wings of the building that will be named
Elizabeth Bohon Alexander, M.D. Court.
'
During the ceremony, several speakers, including Board of Regents Chair Sid Easley, Kern

Take a look at the improvements
we've made! You'll find clean,
attractive laundry rooms located

Alexander and Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson, will talk briefly about Alexander
and her contributions to the community. Richerson said.
The sorority facility, which has been in operation
for three or four years, is used by four sororities for
meetings, receptions, recruitment, study hours and
other aspects of GreeJ.. life, Richerson said.
Richerson said everyone is welcome to attend
the recognition ceremony.

"We have a number of late-night
dances that we've struggled in finding a
facility for," he said. "We think that
Beshear Gym will also help in that
regard too because it won't interfere with
recreational time, but provides a large
area that's ea.'iily accessible that we can
use for some of those late-night dances."
Students will have to bring their own
basketballs to the gym. Racercards wiU
be checked at the door. The court can be
reserved by calling Shari Wilkins at 7626985.
There is an hourly charge to reserve
the court, which varies depending on the
event and how much supervision will be
needed.

Donors have opportunity
to leave mark at new center
BY SEVERO AvtLA
STAFF WRITER

Through the Alumni Association's Commemorative Brick Program, anyone can leave a lasting
in:tpression on Murray State.
The Murray State Alumni Association celebrated its 75th Anniversary this year with the construction
of the new MSU Alumni Center.
The center will be located on the
comer of Highway 641 and Arcadia
Drive in the southeast comer of the
Stewart Stadium parking area.
The
Alumni
Association
launched its Commemorative Brick
Program as a way to raise funds for
the construction and maintenance of
the new center and to give Murray
State alumni and friends a chance to
leave a lasting mark at the school.
The program will allow Murray
State alumni, students and friends
to purchase bricks with an engraved
message that will be placed in the
patio area of the new Alumni Center.
Jim Carter, vice president of
development and Alumni Affairs,
said the idea is actually a very common one, although it is the first of
its kind at Murray State.
"We wanted to honor donors and
sponsors of the new alumni center,"
Carter said. "This is a perfect situation to launch such a project
because we have lots of people that
can participate: alumni. students
and so many others," Carter said.

" ln addition, the campaign will run
through Christmas. so it's a wonderful gift idea for students, friends,
Greeks, clubs, businesses and honor
societies."
The bricks come in three sizes:
four-by-four inches for $75, eightby-eight inches for $150 and
twelve-by-twelve inches for $250.
Greek letters are also available at an
additional cost of $8 for a maximum of three letters.
Spaces and punctuations are
counted as characters. The usual
inscription includes a name, degree
and the year graduated, but almost
any message can be inscribed.
Some limitations do apply, however. Discriminatory or inappropriate messages will not be allowed.
nor will commercial messages such
as company slogans or numbers.
Robert McGaughey, professor of
journalism and mass communications, purchased the first brick.
McGaughey said he first heard
about the project at an Alumni
Association meeting.
"The Alumni Center is a very
good idea," McGaughey said. "It's
a way of bringing the alumni
together, and I just wanted to do my
part to support that."
McGaughey said he would only
inscribe his name and the years he
earned his degrees on his brick.
The "Walk of Fame," as the project is so-called, will be completed
next spring.
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University strives toward increased retention
DoN

"We have found that early involvement and early ties help keep student"
around, .. Elizabeth College Co-Head
Murray State officials are trying to Bob McGaughey said.
increase the University's retention
McGaughey said, srudents who are
rate.
• involved in activities like intramural
Don Robertson, vice-president of spons and the Residential College
Student Affairs, said Murray State is Council, tend to enjoy college more.
ranked highest in the region with a 72 This in turn leads to a higher rctenpercent retention rate.
tion rate.
The figure was taken from the
Beginning this semester, all ~tu1999-2000 school year. Retention dents enrolled in Freshman Orientarates are obtained by figuring the per- tion are required to meet with their
cent of freshmen who return for their residential college head once during
sophomore year.
the semester.
Retention is up significantly from
McGaughey said freshmen need
1995 after the implementation of the someone of faculty status to go ttl
Residential College program. Before when they have questions.
that time. it was at an all-time low of
One of the groups the residential
63 percent.
college system has struggled in getRobertson said retention for stu- ting participation from is commuters.
dents living on campus is 75 percent, Many may not even realize they are
compared to 63 percent for com- assigned to a residefltial college.
muters. He said he bdieves this can whether they live in one or not.
be attributed to student involvement
McGaughey !'aid commuters can
with the residential colleges.
participate in honor societies, intraBY BETH WHEELER
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

murals and many other activities.
These activities are intended not only
for freshmen, bul for upperclassmen
as well .
Residential college involvement b
not the only way the University keeps
its numbers up. Robertson said Murray State aggres~ively recruits stl'dents.
"Once we recruit a student we need
to do everything we can to help that
student be successful and provide the
services they need." Robertson said.
Another aspect of freshmen retention the University is examing is
grades. An academic probation plan
was implemented for freshmen last
year.
Freshmen with a GPA of 1.75 or
lower are put on academic probation.
Probation restricts student'> from taking more than 16 credit hours.
Paula Hulick. interim special assistant to the vice-president fllr Student
Affairs. said 11 students on academic
probation do not increase their GPA.

Guest lists required for open
fraternity parties at Murray State
By JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

UNIVERSITY
OFFICIALS
WANTED TO .
MAKE SURE All

Those who are not members of a fr.ttemity wiJJ only
be able to attend fraternity parties where alcohol is
served if they are on a guest list.
Before thi~ semester began. the University issued a
FRATERNITIES
ruling to all fratemitie~ at Murray State requiring they
WERE
abide by their national charter regulations, thus covering themselves m regard to liability.
FOLLOWING
"Basically what we're telling the fraternities is they
THEIR
have to abide by their national policies if they wish to
be recognlled by the University." Interfraternity Coun·
NATIONAL
cil Adviser Jim Saurer said. "That not only applies to
CHARTER
Greeks. but any student orgaruzation that ha.o; some type
GUIDELINES
of national oflice.
Saurer said all the traternities' national organizations
AND MURRAY
require guest lists to parties where alcohol is served and
STATE'S OWN
non-members arc present.
If the frate-rnities do not abide by their national stanSTUDENT
dards, their insurance may not cover them if something
ORGANIZATION happened.
''We feel if the University is going to recognize them
POLICIES.
and e~tablbh that tie to the University. we certainly
want them to ubide by University and national policy.''
"' ~ .....naurer ~'aid~ '" ' '• '
• • ·
The ruling came after a reported incident at the final
party hosted by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity last semester.
A police investigation was undertaken, but no charges
were pressed nnd no legal action was taken against the

Pikes, Baurer said.
Baurer said Thursday he could not elaborate on the
reported incident. a.s it was handled by the Murray
Police Department since it was off campus. MPD
S;~rgeant Eddie Rollins could not find the infom1ation
on the incident before press time.
Saurer also said the Pikes were not allowed to have
any social events during the inve..stigation which ended
before the fall .semester began.
The guest list requirement does not apply to pames
held at a third-pany off-campus vendors or closed partics, Saurer said. All philanthropk fraternity parties are
non· alcoholic at the request of the Panhellenic Council.
Saurer said.
Alpha Sigma Phi President Jeremy Rogef)i said the
fraternity had kept guest lists in the ra~t . and domg so
helps to keep a safer envmmmem at parues.
"It kl!eps track of who's there and who's not and i~
better for risk management.'' Rogers said. "If something wao; to happen to somebody, we can show if they
actually were here or not. I know a lot of other schools
do it and keep a lot of people that aren't supposed to be
in out. and peopll! are more prone to check I D's if they
have to have gue . .tli.sts."
Pike President Preston Weatherly equid no.t he
reached for c.o.nun.cm. .,..,." .....,.,. ,
Saurer sa1~ pepple can be ,added to th~ guest list for
either a semester or the entire academic year, a.o; long as
they are sponsored by n member of the fr.ttem1ty and
follow the national policies of the sponsoring fraternity.
;#

•·

they are suspended.
. Many support services are in place
to help students with their academics.
These services include counseling.
tutoring and mentoring. Robertson
said students should take advantage
of these services.
Robertson said parent involvement
is another key element in the equation. Periodic grade check~ are sent
home so parents can stay updated on
their son or daughter's involvemr;nt.
..The better informed parents are.
the better position they are in to help
their son or daughter with expressed
concerns," Robertson said.
Academic advising i-. another
important factor that helps keep students at Murray State. Robertson said
the University is trying to increao;e
rec;ources and information available
to faculty . Adviser-; can help students
make more informed academic und
career choices,
Because of Racer Touch , students
have been able to register for classe~

and bypass their advisers. As a solution, University officials are trying to
implement a solution plan through
the PIN system.
Robertson said under the plan,
many freshmen and sophomores
would be blocked from scheduling
until they met with their adlii~er.
The system will help students stay
on track und not gel discouraged
when they lind out a class they have
taken does not count toward graduation .
Additionally, Murray State officials have implemented n "retention
alert." When students have excessive
absence~ and poor test grades, their
instrucwrs contact Hulick.
A follow-up process then begins
immediately. Hulick said contact i!>
made with the ~tuden~ to see if the
problems can be worked out.
Hulick said hands-on involvement
impacts students because they need to
know someone is looking out for
them .

SGA sponsors designated driver cards
free appetizers anJ non-alcoholic beverages.
"Students will have an incentive to have a designated driver.'' Whitney Holland, senator from
The Student Government Association is on a the College of Fine Arts and Humanities, said.
m1sston to reduce ll.runk d.nvmg.
' lo get destgnated dnver beneht!>. students can
Members plan to reinstate the Designated Dri- ohtain a card from the SGA office or li'om any
ver Progmm in the hopes of providing Murmy o;enate member. The card is valid in certain MurState students with a safer method of drinking.
ray restaumnts. So far. only Fifteenth & Olive has
· SGA 'lponsored the Designated Driver Pro· officially signed up fur the program.
gram under former President Todd Earwood,
Jeff Yates, <.'o-owncr of Fifteenth & Olive, said
who began the program four years ago. But after he hopes the program will benefit the community.
one year, it was discontinued.
''(We support the program) becau..;e we feel the
The program Wa:i revived becauo;e SGA mem- responsibility toward the community to have safe
bers ~aid they thought it would henetit Murray dri\·ers on the roads." Yates said.
State ~tudcnts . The recent vote that legalized
SGA has also contacted Tom's Grille, El Tequialcohol saks in Murray restaurants played into Ia, The Big Apple. Applebee's. Bullpen Steaks
the decision to revive the program.
and Spirits und Los Portales. all of which are
"With Murray going moi~t like it has. that's either moving to Murray or are already here. As of
something that we really need lo gd implement· yet, these businessc~ have not ::.igned on to the
ed again to hefp students here and to make -.ure · progr.un. hut many have responded favorably,
thut if peopk are going to do it. the) are gomg to Kc) ::.md
do it safely," SGA Pre~ident Nikki Key said.
One of the potential drawbacks of the program
Any1me using the: card will be eligible for its is the possibility of encouraging heavier drinking
benefit!' and expected to follow certain guide- among non-designated drivers. Key said.
line:.. The curd will only be accepted with a Rat·"Hopefully this (program) wouldn't encourage
ercurd umlmay be revoked by the restaurant if the (drinking), it v.ould just gi\1e them a safe way to
user 1s found consumin~ alcohol. The card cannot do it rc.'JXmsibly:· Key said.
be substituted for a valid 10.
Key said she also hopes the students use this
Along with tho~e re,ponsibilities, anyone using program nnd realize the advantage:. it offers when
the card will.rf".Cuive certain henefib. Restauranb they _go out.~
t•
U
''
~ ..
•
., ,..
,..- nJ•
\Viii give cardholders discounts on some items,
Sa1d Key: "I JUSt hope that students tak_f ad vanwhich will vary depending upon the establish- tage of it. A'fot i1r universities don't havd anything
ment.
set up ... as a safegu:1rd 10 ~tudents if they choose
For example. Fifteenth & Olive will provide to go out and drink.''
BY ADAM MATHIS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

.•
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

If you are interested in a fun, exciting, lively environment,
then Applebee's is the place for your
Applebee's needs energetic, self-motivated individuals
who want to have fun and earn BIG BUCKS in the process.
we offer both part-time and full-time positions, and an
excellent benefit packager

Accepting applications for the following:
cooks, Dishwashers, Prep cooks, Food Expediters,
servers, Bartenders, Hosts/Hostesses
--

--~-

...

-----

Apply in person beginning Mon.-Sat. from 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
at 816 North 12th St., Murray, KY
Also visit us at our website ... www.tandk.com
-

-

---

---

--·~-

.....
For management opportunities 1 mail or fax a resume to:
Thomas & King

Attn: Ruth Andrews
249 East Main st.
Lexington, KY 40507
t-877-233-4452 · Recruiting Hotline
FAX: (859) 253·23 t 7

....
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•frid«<J
•Exam- CLEP exam,
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Ord·
way Hall Room 206
•Founders Day- 2
p.m ., Wrather West
Kemucky Museum A
rt!ception will follow.
•Cinema International- "Der Geteilte Himmel (Divided Heaven)." 7:JO p.m .. Curris
Center Theater. free
admi~sion.

William Treadway, Bike Officer

• saturday
•Exam- Praxis exam,
7:30a.m .. Faculty Hall
Room 502
•MSUGAMurray
State University Gaming Association open
gaming. 5 to 10 p.m..
Curris Center Mississippi Room.
•Cinema International- "Der Geteilte Himmel (Divided Heav·
en)," 7 :30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater.
free admi~sion.

• sunday
•Bible StudyUniversity Church of
Christ, 9 a .m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha-9:15a.m Elil.abeth College back
lobby. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterwards.
•Bible Study - Murray Chnstian Fellowship h~use, 7 p.m.

•monday

' Radio System:
To keep in contact
with Public Safety
headquarters.

• •••••••

Equipment Pack:
Contains all items normally
required for a police officer
on patrol. Cuffs, gun, etc.

•tuesday
•CABCampuc;
Activities
Board
meeling. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room
•MSUGA- Murray
State University Gaming A~sociution open
gaming, 5 to 10 p.m .•
Cun·is Center Mississippi Room.
•Performance- Fnculty Showcase, 8 p.m ..
Pl!rtorming Arts Hall.
$7 adults, $4 students.

•wednesday
•SGA- Freshman' Sen·
ator elections, 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m .. Curris Center Dance
Lounge
•Lecture- "Music in
the Renabsance: Secular and Sacred Contributions to Society"
lecture
by
Jack
Dressler, •7 p.m., Price
Doyle Fine Arts Room
623.

•thursday
'
•
·
:

•Study AbroadStudy Abrnad Fair, I()
a.m. to 5 p.m .. Curri'
Cenrer Dance Lounge.
: •MSUGA- Murray
State University Gam·
ing Association open
• gaming. 5 to 10 p.m ..
Curris Center Ten·
nessec Room.
•Cinema International- "The Third Man,"
7:30 p.m.• Curris Center Theater

To post information in
the calendar, phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•••••••••••••
•
•
••
Helmet: for overall
••
riding protection and
Safety Glasses:
To prevent eye injuries
and to also demonstrate
proper riding safety.

• ••••••••••• •••••• • •

Used for overall riding safety
• • • • • • and to prevent callouses,
nicks and cuts.

High endureance bike
designed especially for
law enforcement

Water Bottle:

•••••••••••••••

BY EMILY BLACK

Flashing lights, loud sirens
and fast cars may be images
that come to mind when most
studenl'> imagine getting pulled
over by the police, but with the
addition of a Bike Patrol unit to
the Murray State University
Police Department. getting
arrested may never be the same.
"So rar we have had positive
responses," Larry Nixon, assistant director or Public Safety,
said. ''This is just another
resource that we now have on
campus."
With the implematation of
the Bike Patrol on campus, students can be reassured that help
is available wherever they may
be.
According to a statement by
the Murray State University

to demonstrate
proper riding safety.

Riding Gloves:

Trek brand pollee
mountain bike:

COLLEGE l iFE EDITOR

•Ultimate Frisbee- 6
p.m .. Intramural Field

Jody Cash, Bike Officer

Police Department. Bike Patrol
can respond to many calls faster
than patrol officers in police
cars, especially during times of
heavy traffic.
'The addition of bike patrol
gives us more accessibility on
campus," said Jody Cash. a
University police officer and
one of three current Bike Patrol
officers.
Cru.h said the officers in the
Bike Patrol will perform the
same functions as patrol officers in cars. The Bike Patrol
officers are alo;o provided with
the same equipment as regular
officers. The bikes have
attached equipment packs for
officers to store required items.
Cash also said bike patrol officers have the same responsibility of carrying regular police
weapons, including guns, with
them while on patrol.

A lthough
the bikes are man-powered.
they are equipped with features
that more than make up for any
shortcomings. Headlights with
blue lenses serve in place of
flashing lights on police cars.
The bikes also have an audible warning device that works
as a siren and allows officers to
call for back-up from either
other Bike Patrol officers or
officers on vehicular patrol.
Because Bike Patrol ofticers
have nothing to shield them

To keep officers hydrated
during patrol duty.

•••••••••

fro rn
outside
clements,
theyare required towear safety
equipment that other officers
arc not. The Bike Patrol officers
wear both head and eye protection. Cash said wearing this
equipment can also demonstrate and cncouruge proper riding safety.
The Bike Patrol officers are
supplied with
Trek-brand

police mountain bikes. The
police department was able to
purchase the bikes because of a
$4.500 federal Local Law
Enrorcement Black Grant provided to increase campus safety. Nixon said the Trek-brand
bikes are specifically designed
for law enforcement.
ln August. the Murray State
University Police Department
sent three officers to a special
bike-patrol school in Lexington. During lhe 40-hour training
session, the officers were
required to ride 20 to 35 miles a
day.
Cash said the training session
gave the officers familiarity
with their new mode of tranl!portation. The three officers
sent to the school were all cerli·
fied by the International Police
Mountain Bike Association.
Cash said the University

Police Department plans to
have certified oflicers attend an
instructors' school and then
train others in the department
for the Bike Patrol.
The Bike Patrol will be used
year•round except during times
of severe weather. such as
heavy ice or snow.
The Bike Patrol began
patrolling the campus in
August. Ca'h said the first big
event the Bike Patrol handled
was Great Beginning~ and
ever)·thing went a-, planned.
The police department was
quick to point out that although
the Bike Patrol is new to Murray Stale, it is u common form
of law enforcl!ment around the
world.
Said Nixon: "This is not
unique to Murray State or just
college campuses; this is a
worldwide practice."

Pile stomps his way to Mr. ·MsU title
By EMILY BLACK
COUEGE LIFE EDITOR

Mr. MSU has always been a showcase of talented male studentS. Last Friday. the 21st
annual Mr. MSU competition lived up to its
promise as contestants showcased their talents
and evening-wear suave. An interview segment
was also conducted earlier in the day.
This year 17 Murray State students competed for the Mr. MSU title by performing talents
ranging from stand-up comedy to a martial arts
demonstration.
Scott Pile, senior from C uster, won the competition with an o riginal step-show performance to the song "Play That Funky Music
(White Boy)."
Pile was nominated for M r. MSU by the student ambassadors. Pile has served as a student
ambassador for the past two years.
"Being in the competition was an incredible
experience," Pile said. "All 17 guys were ,·ery
deserving."
Pile is a member of the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity. He is also active in the Baptist Student
Union and the Han College community.
"This was an incredible honor that I g ladly
accept," Pile said.
Pile not only took home the title of Mr.
MSU: he also won Mr. Congeniality and Overall Crowd Appeal.
''ll's kind of been a dream of mine since I
came to Murray State," Pile said . "It still hasn't
really sunk in yet."
Other students w ho took home awards from
the evening include Russ Pruiett, lst Runnerup. Billy Bell, 2nd Runner-up, John Pettit, 3rd
Runner-up and Best Legs Award and 4th Runners-up Brad Guess and Brent Dolen.
Although the basic principles of the Mr.
MSU competition stayed lhe same. there was

one major difference in this year's competition.
This year the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
which sponsors the Mr. MSU competition,
donated the proceeds to the American Red
Cross in stead of their usual philanthropy,
anhritis research.
Alpha Omicron Pi decided to donate the proceeds to the American Red Cro~s after the terrorist attacks that took place on Sept. II.
Sarah Elliot, executive director of Mr. MSU.
said arthritis research is still the sorority· s mui n
philanthropy and the cause is sti II very impor·
tant to Alpha O micron Pi. but in light of the
recent tragedy the American Red Crosl! seemed
like the right choice.
"They had said something about canceling
the show. but we decided to the 20 year traditio n going and tum it around to recent event,,"
E lliot said. " I th ink the show ended up going
really well."
Elliot suid they thought going on with the
show might give people a reason to get out and
take their minds off the tragedy. a" .,.,·ell as give
them a chance to help the American Red Cross.
"Mr. MSU was also an incredible experience
becaw.. c that Friday was probably the tlrst time
thut many people had been able to o;mile." Pile
c;aid. "Thil> allowed us to put everything in perspective and just enjoy the time together."
Elliot said Alpha Omicron Pi raised appro,.i·
mate ly $5,500, which is more than the event
usually raises from the Mr. MSU competition.
Although the winner of Mr. MSU does not
recdve any cash prizes. the feeling that come..,
from being named Mr. MSU is sometimes all a
contestant needs.
Said Pile: "With this heing my senior year
and all. it has really kind of topped of my college career. Looking back. I feel that God has
blessed me in so many ways."

Ryan Brooks/The News

Other contestants in the Mr. MSU competition watch as Alpha Omicron Pi member
and Mr. MSU Executive Director Sarah Elliot crowns Scott Pile as the 21st Mr. MSU.
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This Week
•music
l. System of a Down - Toxicity
2. Alicia Keys - Songs in A
Minor
3. Aaliyah- Aaliyah
4. Various Artists - Now 7
S. Mary J. Blige - No More
Drama

ll

Local band plays blues

Road Trip
So you crammed all week.
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room . Don' t let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

Source: Associated Press

Tonight
Saturdays - Nitefish, 9 p.m.

•movies

Saturday
Largo Bar & Grill - Michael
Gough, 9 p.m.
Big Apple Cafe - Dean Hall.
9:30p.m.

1. Hardball
Starring Keanu Reeves and Diane
Lane
2. The Glass House
Starring Diane Lane and Leelee
Sobieski
3. The Musketeer
Starring Justin Chambers and ,
Tim Roth
4. The Others
Starring Nicole Kidman
S. Two Can Play That Game
Starring Vivica A. Fox and Morris Chestnut
Source: Associated Press

•books
1. Nora Roberts - "Time and
Again"
2. Dave Pilkey - "Captain
Underpants and the Wrath of the
Wicked Wedgie Woman"
3. Bruce Wilkinson - 'The
Prayer of Jabez"
4. Spencer Johnson - "Who
Moved My Cheese?"
S. Jonathan Kellerman - "Dr.
Death"
Source: Associated Press

•website of the week
http://www.ducttapefashion.com
Get hip with the latest fashion
statement. Read the latest news
about the hottest new styles, then
order products like wallets. belts.
hats and purses al l made from
100% duct tape. Can't find anything in your size? Worry not!
This site offers modifications.

.-
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•1 hour drive
Clarksville, Tenn. - Tired of
sitting in your room all weekend? Well. Electric Slide on
down and do the Boot Scootin'
Boogie or Texas Two-Step at
Kickers. This night club offers a
bar and many hours of country
line-dancing fun.
Roger Younger, Sammie Crutcher and Bill Shelton make up local blues band Nlteflsh. Nlteflsh is scheduled to play at 9 p.m.
tonight at Saturdays on 15th Street. The band bas been together for 15 yean.

BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

The band Nitefish has been playing the local
scene for 15 years, yet still hits home with the
college crowd. even though it doesn't play contemporary music.
..It's pretty much just straight-forward, downhome blues," ~aid Kevin Wolf. Saturdays'
booking agent
Nitetish's lineup, consisting of Bill Shelton.
Roger Younger and Sammie Crutcher. has
played the local scene for many years. with only
a slight change in ban<.l members.
'They've had many configurations to the
band over the years. but they've stayed true to
blues." said Wolf.
Although they have .'\Luck to lhc name, mem·
bers cannot explain what Nitefbh means. Not
even Crutcher. ont• ofrhe pand's founding members. knows for sure.
"Me and Bill Shelton, our bass player, were

jamming around with anOlher guy, Danny Rowland. one of the original members, and one of
our friends just thought of the name," C rutcher
said. "It just stuck. lfs kind of like when you
throw something against the wall."
It obviously has stuck. The band has played
almost every venue available in the area-and
then some.
"We've worked all around the area here,"
Crutcher said. "We work quite a bit in Tennessee and in the Nashville area occasionally."
Not only has the band played in clubs and
bars in the area: they have also played for weddings and private parties, said Roger Younger.
the band's guitarist.
"We've played pretty much all the clubs in
the area that have live music," Younger said.
''There have been people we know who had little summer parties in a field, and we've playe~
for them."
Younger is the only member who was not a

BLUE AND GOLD CLUB
CHECKING
• Minimum of $50.00 To Open
• No Monthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First 50 Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
• E-Mail Images FREE
• ATM Card Available

~
HOllv

J?anking Should Be

Murray BMX Gets a Facelift
• The National Bicycle League (NBL) will be In Murray this week
to revamp the BMX track at the Murray-Calloway County Co. Park
just In time for the West KY Regional race to be held on Sunday,
Sept. 23 at 2 p.m. FREE Admission to the public.
• The Murray track will also be selling tickets on a OK 20-inch
junior bike. Tickets can be purchased from any track member
for $2 each or 6 for $10. The bike is valued over $300.
• Murray BMX is proud to announce that
many of their riders have placed in the
top 15 national riders with Brad Scillian
from Benton, as the #1 rider in the
Southwestern Region of the U.S.A.
• The Murray track won 3rd place in
the banner contest during the recent
NBL National Grands while competing
against tracks from across the nation.
For more information, call 762-0325.

part of the original lineup. although he has
known the other members for many years.
" I think I've known Sammie since about '74
or '75," Younger said. "I met Bill in the early

'80s."
Younger lived in Nashville for several years,
then moved to Puryear, Tenn., in 1993.
"I would go out here and jam and what not
with the guys," Younger said. "When Danny
(Rowland) dropped out 1 took: his place."
The other two members of Nitefish obviously
like having Younger in the band. Nitefish
released a CD in March, but it would be hard to
say who sings the lead. None of the members
can actually take credit for the lead vocals. All
three members sing. but switch from lead to
backup from song to song.
Nitefish's CD. "Caught and Released," is
available in all area record stores. The band is
scheduled to playl at tonight at Saturdays. A $5
cover charge is required at the door.

9

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Tum back the clock
and see the Cowboy Junkies and
Over the Rhine at 8 tonight at
the Belcourt Theater. Tickets are
available through Ticketmaster
and the Belcourt box office for
$26.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Cincinnati - Jamie Foxx.
recent host of the MTV Video
Music Awards and fonner star
of "In Living Color," will perform his Eddie Murphy-style
standup comedy routine at 8
,,tonight at the Music Hall. Tickets are on saJe at Ticketmaster
for $37.50.

1-

The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha

are pleased to announce the associate
class of fall 2001

SPORTS EDITOR: JUSTIN McGill
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LENCKI
Sophomore provides
inspiration to teammates
some of Lencki 's teammates.
"Brooke is one of the most athletic people I know. and her mental
When looking for someone with toughness is simply an inspiration to
desire and a positive attitude, the the rest of us," Elaine McAdams.
Murray State soccer team can look senior from Evansville, Ind., said.
to Brooke Lencl·d.
Thh year, Lencki came back with
Lencki. sophomore from Murray, higher goals and higher expectais in her second season at the for- tions. So far, Minielli has been
ward position, a season that already pleao;ed.
promises to be better than last year.
''She is one of the best on cutting
She played in 19 games last season on the ball, and since her last knee
and tied for second on the team in surgery. she seems to have her feet
goals with five.
underneath her better, and her confiAcademically. Lcncki earned dence is also improving," Minielli
dean's list honors during the spring said .
semester of 2001.
Lencki worked hard to get back
Photos by Ryan Brooks,m1e News
"She is a great student, comes into shape for this season.
(Left) MSU sophomore for ward Brooke Lencki brings the ball
from a good family , always has a
"After my last surgery in Novem- upfi eld during the Racers' 6-0 defeat of Ar kansas State on Sept. 9.
positive attitude and can play very ber of 2000. I went through two
good soccer," Coach Mike Minielli rehabs a day and really put in some (Above) Lencki brushes past an ASU defender.
said.
hard work during the summer to something on the field as well as win the OVC. but we arc striving to
Lencki's freshman seuson was strengthen my knee," Lencki said. off."
have another winning record, get
:;uccessful. but not ordinary. She "So far this year. it feels fine. as we
Minielli sees Lencki as nn impor- back to the championships and then
played much of the sea~on injured. all give it tough tests during prac- tant contributer to the t~m now and give it all we have to try tu bring
She ha!-. had surgery on her left knee tices.''
in the future.
home the trophy," Lencki said.
three times, once immediately folLencki said it is sometimes uiffi"Brooke give:. you that extra
She ,.., also pleased with the fan
lowing the end uf last season.
cult to balance academics and ath- dimension, and as she continues to support the team has been getting.
"It was a definite struggle all last letics, but school takes priority. As get healthy and isolates herself from
"For us being just a second-year
-;ea<::on playing with my knee hurt," far as free time, she said most of it is rehab. her potential leadership qual- program, the fan support we have
Lencki said. "But the desire to play, spent with her teammates.
ities may begin to come through, been getting at home and on the road
as well as huge support from the
"The team is like a second family and some already have," Minielli is amazing." Lencki said. "A" an
team, helped me go through it and to me. and usually to get away from said.
athlete you always give it your best,
come out with a positive feeling school and games we all have girls
Lend:i shared the goals of the re~l but you really give it your nil even
about this year."
night out and go shopping and of the team by eJtpressi ng an urge to more when you look over and see a •
Pushing herself on and off the things," Lencki said. "We are a get buck to the OVC championships. crowd cheering for you. It's really a
field has grabbed the attention of close-knit group and that means
"Obviously, any team's goal is to gooo feeling."
BY TIM A LSOBROOKS

STAFF WRITER

Wrestling takes Racers lose to nationally-ranked Kentucky
part in helping
America recover
BY KEVIN THOMAS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The first form of sports entertainment the country witnesstd
after last week's terrorists attacks was none other than the
World Wrestling Federation, which decided to air a special
show last Thun;day.
The WWF diverted from the regular storylines and promoted last week's "Smackdown!" with the idea of the American
!ipirit. Nearly 14,000 fans packed a full house at the Compaq
Center in Houston. Texas, as every member of the WWF came
out to hear a speech by chairman Vince McMahon. He spoke
about America getting back to providing the light and hope of
freedom as it has done for centuries.
Several wrestlers gave interviews expressing their thoughts
and grief to the people in New York and Washington. Of
course several critics will attack the decision of the WWF to go
on with the show. but anyone who watched it had to feel a son
of pride in being an American.
I got to witness the excitement of the WWF live on Monday
as their flagship show "Raw is War" invaded the Gaylord
Entertainment Center in Nashville. Because we are avid
wrestling fans, a few of my friends and
I went to the arena and anxiously waited for the show to go live on TNN.
For those of you who have never
been to a live WWF show. none of my
words can begin to describe the feeling.
Only a concen can compare to the feeling and rush of a wrestling crowd.
One of the best parts for me was
seeing a hero of mine. the main playby-play man for the WWF, come take
his seat down by ringside. Good Ole JR.
T IM
Jim Ross, is probably the best announcALSOBROOKS
er ever. As the crowd gave him cheers.
chills went up my spine. All 1 could
" A NYONE
think is "there is the man that comes
WHO WATCHED into my home every Monday night and
gives me humor and emotion in only the
IT HAD TO FEEL way he can.''
Then Lilian Garcia led the arena in
A SORT OF
the National Anthem, and the huge
PRIDE IN BEING crowd in Nashville cheered. Afterward
a loud chant of "U-S-A" came over the
AN
A MERICAN."
arena as the countdown, ended and fireworks blasted.
I looked around the arena to 'ee
the outpouring of signs supporting the USA and lhought to
myself that America will truly survive because of the simple
fact that at times like these we aren't anything but one nation.
Just like we have several times before, we will come together
and get through this Lragedy.
As the show progressed. things got louder, fireworks hotter
and action got faster. lt was a non-stop ride that I will never
forget. The Rock, Kurt Angle, Stone Cold Steve Austin and
everyone's upcoming star, Rob Van Dam (RVD) thrilled the
massive audience. It was great seeing thousands of people in
unison chanting or booing. again giving a live wrestltng crowd
almost a unique sub-culture of its own that no other event can
match.
So while some may complain about the WWF's l>pol in the
overall scheme of things. several million wrestling fans will
join me in ~aying thanks for doing your pan to the WWr and
God Bless America.

The Murray State women's
soccer team lost to the 15th
ranked Kentucky Wildcats 4-1
on Monday. The game wa." the
MSU soccer program's first
against a nationally-ranked
team.
The Racers were ... upposed to
have a busy weekend of game$,
but becauo;e of the attacks in
New York and Washington.
D.C .. the originally scheduled
games were postpon~d. The
game against the University of
Kentucky wa~ added late Friday

night.
"We were given the chance to
play a top-20 team.'' :-aid head
coach Mike Minielli . "We
couldn't pass the opportunity up
to play a team like the Kentucky
Waldcats."
The Racers· game against
Arkansas-Little Rock, originally scheduled for Sept. 14. will
nm\ be played Oct. 17 at
Cutchin Field. The game again~t
Alabama, originally scheduled
Sept. 16. has been canceled.
La~t week's events affected
more than just the soccer team's
schedule.
"The events of last week

made it very hard to focus on
soccer," Minielli said. "We
were disappointed to not be ahle
to play, but those games were
very small in comparison to last
week's events."
In the game against UK, the
Racc:rs fell behind quickly as
the Wildcats scored at the 8:09
mark of the rirst half. Kentucky
added another goal at the 29:46
mark of the first half ro make
the score 2-0. Halfway through
play the Racers were struggling
and nearly out of contention.
The second half did not !\tart
much better for the Racers. A
goal at the 60:18 mark of the

game made the scon: 3-0, and
the huge lead ended up being
too much for the Racers to
match.
A goal by sophomore forward
Brooke Lencki ut the 61:18
mark of the game put the Racers
within two. Late heroics. however, would not save the game
for the Racers. The Wildcats
scored the final goal, leaving
the Racer' unable to overcome
the 4-1 deficit.
Minielli ~aid his team played
well despite the loss.
"We were pretty hnppy about
the way the game went." he
snid. "It took us the whole first

half to adjust to Kentudy' s
style of play. but in the liCCond
half we held our own and
played our type of style agains~
the 15th ranked team in the
nation."
Ohio Valley Conference play
does not begin until Oct. 12, but
already the player~ are heginning to focus on their goal.
"To go back to the OVC tournament and win is our dream.''
Lencki said.
The Racers return home this
week.enJ to take on Samford at
I p.m. tomorrow on Cutchin
Field. They then host Alahamu
A&M I p.m. Sunday.

Racers attempt to resume normal routine after time off

Sports Talk

Tim Alsn/>moks is a staff writer for "The Murray State l'i'tlLS. "

Carin Peterson/Tile News

The Murray State football team, pictured above, is prepared to return to the field Saturday at Southern Illinois after taking some time off last week.
BY J USTIN MCGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State football team
attempted to maintain its normal routine
last week despite Tuesday's terrorist
attacks. But that routine \.vas interrupted
Thursday when the Racers' game ugain~t
Nonh Alabama. scheduled for la~l S:uurday at Stewart Stadium. was canceled.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said he felt
the decision to cancel the game scheduled for last Saturday was correct.
"We wanted to play and felt it woulu
be in our best interest to ,get back to a
normal routine, but once the NFL and
SEC stopped. politically. \\e had to do
what we did,'' Pnnnun1io said. "Loo~ing
back on it. our country ha...; been through
a lot since ( la\1} Tuesday. Football is just
a spor1. There an: a lot bigger b.sucs than
us playing tooth<tll."
The decision came Thun;day after-

noon. Pannunzio canceled practices until
Sunday to give the players time to focus
on thmg~ other than football.
"Their focus wasn't anywhere near
playing football. and rightfully so with
everything that's transpired." Pannunzio
said. "You can't even imagine some of
the comments the kids were making on
Tuesday. Half of them thought they were
going to war or getting drafted."
Senior safety Jeremy Davis saiu the
t\!am was lethargic in practices after the
tragedy, but the playc:n; would be ready
for their next game at I :30 p.m. Saturday
m Southern Illinois.
''That was something we had no control over," Oavi' said. "We can't WOI1)'
about it too much . We'll be emotionally
and physically ready for the game."
Pannunzio said the extra week off
makes it diflicult to prepare for SIU's
'lyle of play.
"STU is a Learn that scares me," Pan-

nunzio 'aid. "I had hoped that we'd hav\! omid. "If nobody gets hun in practice,
a couple of games on them so we could we'll probabl) be ns close to heulthy as
get a bc:ad on what they're trying to do. we will all year."
We're going to have to play well'to beat
Senior tight end Anthony Johnl!on is
SIU."
recovering from a sprained thumb sui'.
Pannunzio said the team has focu~cd a t'ered in practice two weeks ago. The
larger portion of pmctice lime on its only other player Pannunzio wa' conpassing game to give sophomore 4uaner- cemed with on the injury front was
back Stewart Childre'\s more time to junior running back Mario Riley, who
improve.
would have been questionable for the
"Normnll) where we split up time Nonh Alabamn game with a strained
half-ami-half. we've been able to put hamstring.
about thn:c-qu<lrters or seven·eighth~ of
"(Mario) i-; not the quickest hi!Bicr in
our time into throwing the f()(>thall and the world,' Pannunzio said. "(f. he gets
putting IChildless) in some live o;itua- nicked, ht~ tnkes care of him,elf well and
tion., he hasn't been in," Pannunzio 'aid. keep~ himself out. whtch he should. The
"He seems to have improved.''
W':l)' he makes n living is by being fast.
The wc..-ek off provided the team \'<ilh He heals a little bit slower, c5pecially
the opportunity to heal some mi011r when it comes to his hamstring. I've got
injuries.
a g()(x] :-ituatinn because I've got two
"We were u Iiiii!.! more banged up than pretty good lxach (Juniors Garner Byars
I would like to admit, but our kid\ :trc a and Billy Blanchard) ahead of him. That
lot clo...er to being healthy." Pnnnunzio might heal him fao;ter than anything."
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5porti.Jilit
Trena Fish
Trena Fish is
ln this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Fish, senior
middle hitter for
the volleyball
team, led the
Murray State
offense Tuesday
night against
Western Kentucky.
She led the
acers with a
match-high 15
kills and finished with 28
assists.

Tomonow

EIU e EKU, 11 a.m.

Mumay State to take on
Big Ten's Minnesota
The Murray State Racers will
travel to Minneapolis, Minn., to
take on the University of Minnesota at 1:30 p.m. on Oct. 27.
The game was added to the
schedule in wake of last week's
cancellation because o f the
attacks on New York and Washington, D.C.
The game, whfch will be held
at the Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome, will be the lOth
game on the Racers' schedule.
The game originally set for last
Saturday against North Alabama will not be rescheduled . The
cancellation leaves the Racers
with only two more home
games this season.

The Racers

lost the match to
the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers, 3-0.
No male athlete has been
named for. this
week's Racer
Sportlight
because games
for all male
sports were canceled last week.
m..e Racer Sportwill
resume its regu~lar format next
:week.

Tennis teams ready to
defend championship

fUght

The Murray State men and
women's tennis squads open
play this weekend . Defending
last season's Ohio Valley Championship is on the mind of both
teams.
The men's tennis team will

Fastfact
In the famous
"long
count"
fight of &?pt. 22,
1927, Gene Tun:ney was knocked
to the canvas by
challenger Jack
Dempsey. Tunney got an extra
five seconds to
come
around
when Dempsey
d idn't go tl.) a
neutral corner.
Tunney got up
by the count of
nine and won the
fight in a unanimous decision.

OVC Football
Standings
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Sta te
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tenncssee Tech

1-1
1-1

1-l
1-2
1-2

UT-Martin

Standings are from non-conference games.

Women's Golf finishes
third at Invitational

The Murray State women's
golf team built on their success
from last week's win and fin·
The Murray State Rugby team ished third at the Lady Highwas defeated by Arkansas State lander Invitational. The 12-team
by a score of 29-10. ASU was event took place Tuesday in
national runner-up' last season. Pulaski, Va.
Murray plays the University of
The women's team, which
Tennessee Saturday in Knoxville. shot a team score of 620, finished 34 strokes behind tournament
winner College of
Racers lose tough match
Charleston with 586. Appalachiat Western Kentucky
an State was second with a score
The volleyball team lost its of 619.
match against Wes tern KenThe next action for the womtucky on Tuesday. The Racers, en's team will be at home Oct. 1who are now 1-9 overall and 0-2 2 at the Lady Racer Classic.
Karri Rubcrk/7he News
in the OVC, lost three hardfought games and could not pull Sports Briefly is compilt'd l1y MSU freshman outside hitter Kim Cappa attempts to
off the victory.
Assistant Sports Editor Kevin make a play at the net during the Racers' straight-set loss
Senior middle hitter Trena Thomas.
Sunday against Eastern Kentucky.

OVC Soccer
Standings

OVC Overall
Morehead State
2-0
6-2
Tennes~ce Tech
4-3
1·0
SEMO
1-0
3-4
UT-Martin
7-4
1·1
Eastern Kentucky 1-1
3-5
Eastern Illinois
o-o
3-5
0-1
Austin Peay
4-4
Tennessee State 0-1
2-4
1-9
Mu rr<~y State
0·2

1-()

Fish led the Racer's offense with
15 kiUs. Freshman outside hitter
Kim Cappa added 12 kills to the
Racers' cause.
The Racers next match will be
at 7 p.m. Tuesday against the
University of Evansville in
Racer Arena.

Rugby loses to national
power Arkansas State

OVC Volleyball
Standings
1-()

SEMO

compete in Athens, Ga., at the
Southern Intercollegiate today
through Monday.
The women 's team has three
matches this weekend, each
being played in Evansv,ille, Ind.
The team will take on the University of Evansville at 3 p.m
today. Tomorrow the Racers
will face Lowsville at 9 a.m. and
Indiana State at 2 p .m.

SEMO

Eastern illinois
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Morehead State
UT-Martin

Intramural SoftbaD
Resldentiii Colleees

li,Jrf vs I k'Stcr, ll p.m

Clark

Vll.

Tu~~
li.ut VJI, C IMk. 7

3-1
3-2
0-5
0-6

Standings are from non-conference games. Conf,•rence action
beg ins in October.

lipm
Sigma 5isma Sigm.s \'5. BSLI7, 7 p.m.

Fraternities
Mond~y

p m.

lo~~mhti• Chi

White vs. Richmond, 8 p.m.
H.1rt vs. Regents, 9 p.m.
White V>. Hest..r, 10 p.m .

,\lphll Sigma AlphA vs. [ISU 24, ll

Alpha V~>. S•gma Chi, 6

p.m.

p•n,

Vikan~~:s

v~. S•gma Pi, 7

Alptw CammJ Rhtt

Wh ite,., , Clark. 9 p.m.

Alpha Tau Omega \'5, S's= Phi
!opsllon,8 p.m.
Alpha Sisma Ph• v5. l'i Knppa Alpha.

Rt>gtmli H FraniJin, 10 p m ,

'lpm.

Vikings"'· S'rgma Slgm.'l Sigma, 10

Spnl\g\'1' V$. H.tM, 6

W~dnesdJy

p.m..

Rt'gl.'nt.s ""· He~>l<'r, 8 p.m.

Source: ESPN

.,.......,,Junior,
..... ....., . . . .,153

..... .......
,155

lllllar,lSI
Kell; w,., ;.lor, 180

p.m

l1mbd• Ch• Alph.1 vs. Pi K.1pf'-\
.A! phil, 9 p.

C.,Wtledlt)',

S•gma Sigma Sigm.1 vs. Alpha Delta
Pt,9p.m.
BSU 2~ ,.,., AlphA Om1cron Pi, 10

IU1<~.8p.m

Eliz.abcth \~ Whitt•, 6 p.m.
Richmond v s. Reg\.onts. 7 p.m

BelmontO

tophanlore. 153

BSU7 ''li BSU24,8 p.m.

Alph<• Tau Omt')I;A ,.,. ,\lph.! Gamma

Richmund vs. H.1rt, 9 p.m.
C l.•rk vs. Springer, 1tl p m
Thursd•y

UT-Martill 3

AlphA C.1mma DdU1 Vb. Alph.1 De ltd
ltbp.m.

Alph.l Stgma Phi ,, lambda Chi
Alpha, 6 p.m..
Sisma Pi vs. S•g•na Chi. 7 p.m

Richmond '""' Clarlc. 7 p.m..

nu3
TSUO

W~nrsd~y

Alph.t Omicron Pi V6 Alpha S igma
AlphA, 7 p.rn

,\lph.l, 10 p.m.

Women

SEM03

Austin PuyO

l.lldJ lfctUM .............

p.m.

Alph.t C:Jmma Rh<l vs. l.:.1mb<la Chi

Tuncl;ay

Sept.18

MSU Women's Golf
Results

vs. Alph~ C.1mrnu Delta. 11

p~n

pm •

Thuncby
Richmorid v~ FranJ..Iin, 8 p.m.

OVC VolleJball
Scores

M on<Uy

Alpha Dclta f'l vr.. Alpha Omlcron Pi,

Men

4-0
4-1

Scores

WKU3
MSU O

Sorortties

Eliz.rbt•th, 9 p m.

Women's Soccer

All gaml'S <~rc held at field 3
behind Mr. Gatti's.

=-

Sigma Pt vs..Aipll<l q~ Phj, 10

p.m.

s-a:
..........

II!U ,....
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newest member of their team.
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Jessica Cunningham
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and highlighting. Let

---her pamper you with a
• manicure or pedicure.
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Concert:
Lifehouse:
Group headlines after Excitement tops after hit song
long wait, touring
From Page 1

From Page 1
Andrade on bass and Woolstenhulme on drums have become
accustomed to moving around.
Wade spent his early year.; in
Camarillo, Calif.. and along the
way to Lo:. Angeles bas lived in
Thailand, Singapore, Hong Kong
and Portland, Ore.
Andrade lefl his hometown of
Guatemala City at age 14 to move
to California.
Woolstenhulme was born and
raised in Gilbert, Ariz. before
moving to Los Angeles.
Lifehouse began after Wade
moved to Los Angeles when he
was 15 and started hanging out
with netghbor Andrade The rwo
found a drummer. who is no
longer wilh the band. and started
playing Friday night shows at
their local school auditorium.
When the news of this young
band that was playing to crowds
of 450 every Friday night
reached producer Ron Aniello,
he decided to let the band begin
recording at his home studio.
Before long. Lifehouse went
look10g for a new drummer,
whkh it found in Woolstenhulme.
After a few years of playing
local clubs and colleges, Wade
got in touch w1th Aniello again
and before long Lifehouse was
putting together what would
become its debut aJbum, "No
Name Face:·

After releasing "No Name
Face" and its first single "Hanging By a Moment," Lifehouse
began touring as an opening act
for lhe past two years. However.
by going on tour with Michelle
Branch and The Calling, Lifehouse is finally the headlining
act on its own tour.
"We've been strictly opening
for two years now, so it's nice to
see people coming to just see
us," Woolstenhulme said. "They
know all the words to our songs
and we get a chance to play some
new stuff that we might not when
we're opening.''
Although Lifehouse enjoys
being able to headline its own
tour it has also had great experienc~ as the opening act.
"Headlining our own tour is
kind of like taking back steps,"
Woolstenhulme said. "We're
huge fans of aU the bands we've
played with. We couldn't have
had better opportunities.''
Lifehouse's first headlining
tour has taken the band throughout all of North America and
seen it play in major cities like
Milwaukee, San Francisco and
New York and also brought them
to smaller towns such as Murray.
"The main difference in playing in smaller towns, and it's a
good difference, is that in a
smaller town people really
appreciate the show and the

bands coming to their town,"
Woolstenhulme said. "It's all
ears.''

Woolstenhulme sa1d that
although there may be fewer
people at shows in smaller
towns, lhe audiences are usually
made up of more fans.
"In a town like New York, it's
all record executives. agents and
other bands," Woolstenhulme
said. "It's like playing for lhe
peanut gallery. Everyone who is
anyone goes to the shows there."
Woolstenhulme said playing
with Michelle Branch and The
Calling has also been great.
"It's been amazing," he said.
"I've been lucky enough to catch
their shows almost every night."
Woolstenhulme's litrle brother, Sean Woolstenhulme, plays
guitar for The Calling.
"It's kind of a like a family
values tour for us." he said.
Lifehouse's album "No Name
Face" reached number six on
Billboard's Top 200 albums
chart and its single "Hanging By
a Moment" has been a Billboard
Number One modem rock and
top five Hot I00.
Lifehouse has just released
their second single "Sick Cycle
Carousel" and the video is currently playing on MTY.
Lifehouse will be touring with
Michelle Branch and The Calling
throughout October.
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RESTAURANTE .MEXICANO

based band, took lhe stage next and more songs, but some fans began to slip
Throughout the concert. local radio
began playing c;ongs off its debut album out after ''Hanging By a Moment" was station Electric 96.9 was on hand to pa.c;s
out T-shirts and can coolers and intro"Camino Palmero." With Alex Band on playt.>d,
lead vocals. Aaron Kamin and Sean
"The concert was pretty goot.l overall. duce the bands.
"lr was a great event for SGA and the
Woolstenhulme on guitars, Bill Mohler but after a while it got kind of slow,"
on bass and Nate Wood on drums, The Michelle Derington, .senior from Ben- RSEC: we all really worked well with
Calling pro. .ided the audience with gen- ron, StUd. ''I heard the song that I came each other," Hanson said. 'The concert
uine rock music that has been compared to hear and just decided to leave after went smooth and the student support
was great.''
that."
to that of Creed or Pearl Jam.
Fans all around RSEC took out their
lighters and began cheering wildly when
the band began it-s hit song "Wherever
You Will Go." The Calling had its first
break last year when the song was used
in the movie "Coyote Ugly."
The Calling also performed three
other songs from ''Camino Palmero."
Kamin and Woolstenhulme took turns
throwing guitar picks into the audience.
Band thanked the audience and Life·
house for giving The Calling the opportunity to play on the tour.
"This is definitely lhe biggest place
we've ever played," Band said to the
crowd before leaving the stage.
"Out of the three bands. The Calling
was probably the most entertaining in
my opinion," Bradley Campbell, senior ·
from Carbondale, 111.. said.
Fans stood and cheered ao; Lifehouse,
the final band of the night, ran onto the
stage. Lifehou.~ took the stage and
immediately began playing songs from
its debut album "No Name Face."
The excitement level rose when Lifehouse switched from a slow lead into it-.
hit song "Hanging By a Moment" that
got fans singing along.
"You guys have to be some of the
ruc~t people I've ever met in my life,"
Ryan Brooks/The News
Jason Wade, lead singer and guitarist for
Michelle Branch opens for Lifehouse Tuesday night with her song
Lifehouse. said.
Lifehouse continued to play several "All You Wanted," from her latest album '"'The Spirit Room." ,
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OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED- GO FOR THE GOLD

Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Progra1ns. This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE,
tn addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to .schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENINGS

Congratulations

'' ''
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Billy Bell

2nd runner-up at Mr. MSU!
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Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424
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Locat:ed behind
Cracker Barrel
and next: t:o
Office Depot:.
753-6500

